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Annexation off the table in schools' agreement
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
A potentially costly dispute between
Murray Independent and Calloway
County schools concerning the annexation of the Crossfield subdivision is
over and a two-year-old non-resident
contract between the two districts that
has put hundreds of thousands of dollars in state student attendance funding
off limits is history under a new multiyear, non-resident student agreement
and amended and extended memorandum agreement signed by the two dis-

tricts
Wednesday
night.
Those actions and
more are the result of
a resolution unanimously approved and
signed by members of
both
MISD
and
Calloway
County
boards of education
following meetings at
respective
school
board offices.
The compromise promises to begin a

new era of continuing competition, but
better cooperation between Murray
and Calloway County public schools.
Representatives of the two groups
met in Murray board attorney Chip
Adams' office afterward to sign the
documents, which also keeps open the
West Kentucky Regional Technology
Center at Murray High School, which
now serves about 250 vocational students from both districts, and negates a
$20,000 dispute over alleged worn-out
bus tires.
Pointing out that the Murray school

board made the decision to sign the agreement in the interest of
all the district's 1,550
students,
MISD
Superintendent Bob
Rogers said the fouryear contract, which
will be in force
through 2010, was not
what he would have
Hoskins
liked but that it would
allow the release of $800,000 in state
ADA student attendance funding badly

Giving to
colleges
sees sharp
increase
By JUSTIN POPE
AP Education Writer
Prosperous alumni helped
make 2006 a record fundraising
year for colleges and universities, which hauled in an all-time
high of $28 billion — a 9.4 percent jump from the year before.
There were increases across
the board, but as usual it was the
already wealthy who fared best.
Stanford's $911 million was the
most ever collected by a single
university, and raised the staggering possibility of a billiondollar fundraising year in the
not-too-distant future.
"There were a set of ideas
and a set of initiatives that the
university is undertaking that
people wanted to invest in," said
Martin Shell, Stanford's vice
president for development.
"This is an unbelievably generous response from an unbelievably philanthropic set of alumni,
parents and friends."
Nationally, donations from
alumni rose 18.3 percent from
2005, according to new figures
being released Wednesday by
the Council for Aid to
Education. Alumni donations
account for about 30 percent of
giving to higher education.
Giving from other groups, such
as corporations and foundations,
increased by much smaller
amounts.
Survey director Ann Kaplan
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County is
preparing
for severe
weather

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
FROM DUST WE CAME ...: Ashes are imposed on the forehead of Larry Murdock by The Very Rev. David
Simmons of St. John's Episcopal Church during the church's Ash Wednesday service held last night. Ash
Wednesday starts the 40-day season of Lent.

State chamber head visits Murray, tours Briggs
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Feel free to ask Dave Adkisson
what he thinks. Having an opinion
on a variety of issues is part of his
job.
As president and CEO of the
statewide Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, Adkisson has perspectives on issues, including education
and economic development matters,
and how they impact the business
climate. And those issues sometimes
vary from community to community.
Some issues, however, are concerns across the Bluegrass. Take the
rising costs of retirement for public
employees. Adkisson described that
scary trend as a "train wreck waiting
to happen."
To prevent such a wreck.
Adkisson said legislators and other
state officials need to find ways to
be more efficient with the funding

INDEX

needed in the district's budget.
"This agreement isn't everything
that we had hoped for because we're
still not receiving full funding for all of
our students, but it is much better than
the existing agreement," Rogers said.
"This will allow us to rehire teachers
that would have been released because
of a tight budget and this, along with
some other things we're going to be
doing in budgetary decisions, will
allow us to continue to provide the

available so new money into the
pool doesn't take away from technology and academic programs in
Kentucky's classrooms.
"We don't want to take benefits
anybody," said
away from
Adkisson, whose wife is a retired
teacher, "but the current trends are
not sustainable."
A trip to western Kentucky on
Tuesday included a stop in Murray,
where Adkisson toured Briggs &
Stratton and met with MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce Executive Director Tab
Brockman. Adkisson also talked
about his perspective on General
Assembly priorities as legislators
take up bills on a variety of topics.
The Kentucky Chamber works
GREG TRAVISAndger & Times
with the 85 local chambers as well
as its own 2,000 or so business Pictured from left, are Rodney Bohannon, Briggs & Stratton plant
members throughout the state. manager; Dave Adkisson, president & CEO of the Kentucky
Chamber;and Tab Brockman, Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
•See Page 2A
Commerce executive director.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
As spring approaches so does the threat of tornados, thunderstorms and other severe weather. And
Calloway County emergency management personnel are making sure all their bells and whistles are
operational and ready to alert the public to any cris
sis.
Emergency Management Director Jeff Steen said.
Wednesday that he and other emergency response;
officials are giving all their equipment and personnel another look to make sure
everything is "go" for another
stormy season.
"It's that time of year again and
we're getting ready for severe
weather," Steen said. "Some of the
more or less exciting things we're
doing right now is checking sirens.
We check the sirens on a regular
basis, but don't sound them every
time. We will be sounding them in
StseiT
early March and we'll make an
announcement ahead of time when we do that."
Steen said there may also be a couple of new
sirens added to the system this season to ensure all
residents are alerted to severe weather; particularly
southwest Murray where new subdivisions are
springing up faster than high winds. Steen said he
has submitted a written request to the Murray City
Council that funding for new sirens be placed in the
city's budget.
"I've requested that we fund another siren to the
southwest," he said. "There's one on top of the old
city hall, but that one is pretty worn out. We would
like to see it changed and add at least one more on
the southwest side of town."
Some progress has been made in getting the siren
in Hazel in operating order. Currently a member of
the Hazel Volunteer Fire Department has to manually push a button at the department's office at Hazel
City Hall to activate the alarm instead of by remote
control, as is the case with other county emergency
sirens.
"We're trying to get the Hazel sirerhso we can
sound it remotely," Steen said. "We've had some
technical problems pairing new, modern technology
with an older siren. The technology difference is
several decades, but I really don't see that we'll
have any problem in getting it done in the next couple of weeks."
Emergency personnel are also spot-checking
radios that are important to communication among
and between emergency services during severe
weather.
"We've checked the 911 dispatch centers and all
of their radios are functioning and we have actually
checked a couple of schools and their weather
radios are functioning," he said. "I'm not saying
that I know all the school's (radios) are working
properly, but we are spot-checking to make sure.
There have been some problems in the past, but it
was usually operator error."
Part of the spot-checks is to make sure instruc-
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Deadline set in Anna Nicole case
FORT LAt DLRDALE. Ha
(AP)
For a week, attorneys
battling kir the felllatni it Anna
Nicole Smith have tough, with
one another, tought oil the
media
and
tought toi
ii
t.hance
Now
speak.
their
biggest
riOit is agatlist
dikk
( I i c ii I
Lidgr
l_any
',Alin has set
a sell-im)osed
Smith
Friday morning
deadline to issue a decision in
the .ase. which boils down it) a
tug-ot-war between Smith's
estranged ftitillief. Virgle Arthur.
who wants to bring her daughter's body home to Ir,ts, and
her „Min-11in, turned hi o, friend
Howard K Stern, wh, wants a
burial in the Bahamas

Seidlin said he has no lime to
waste since the ,10linty s duet
medical eXaMillet warned again
that a decision needs to he made
soon before Smith's body
becomes too decomposed for a
public viewing.
"I got a gun to my head,.. he
said
Seidlin indicated at the start
ot testimony Wednesday that he
wanted to teach a comprimuse
agreement. hut it was unclear
what that might he
Anhui said her last con‘ersanon with her daughter air, ut her
burial tattle More than 10 years
alit 0, when Smith said she wanted to he interred [leaf hen idol
Marilyn Monroe. whose hods. is
Ifi a I. is .Angeles crypt
•Alt herever the stars are
that •s where she wanted
to he hurled.- said Anhui
t1111, timid l_arry Hirkhead testiI led he had had a similai onv et -

sation with his ex-girlfriend in
recent years.
Even Stern has acknowledged the Playboy model had
hoped to be buried near Monroe,
though he said she settled on a
Bahamian site after her son died
last year and the details of the
California plot could not be
worked out.
John O'Quinn, an attorney
for Arthur, said after the hearing
Wednesday that he'd simply be
happy if Smith wasn't buried in
the Bahamas. Asked about
California he said: "Better than
the Bahamas."
Wednesday's
hearing
stretched past the official close
of the courthouse and had no
shortage of drama. The testimony was peppered with details of
Smith's drug use, her sexual
liaisons and the deals being pursued to profit from the deaths of
the starlet and her son.
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('ariadian weather here in the last
nit
tNilltutlifri.i
ii "t
(
is one 01 the
National Weather Service's -SiontiReady" cornrumirii
and Steen says he intends to keep it that
way
hat conics up tot renewal this year and
we're going to 1.!1 i Ahead and renew ii. It makes
111115(5. lie S.1111
Steel! Ill/111101 .(11 that there is some training is
aiailable tor ))11,11:), residents that want to help
spt it severe weather A basic weather-spotting
111.,11SlIlell by the National Weather Service
ha- been sthethiled hr Monday and those that
might be int.:tested In the subject are invited to
attend I he class will he held at 6:30 p.m. in room
1-0) of %loud\ ',tate University 's Industry and
ledinology Building
I here is no Jiart.7c it it that course and Ills open
the puhlt,
• It will 1,1,1 .1 little ttv et two hours," Steen said.
hi the past, we've had people that wanted to be
11C,11 till spi /10:115 Vite still have SI.)11111e that will be
Liking ilie outse like members of the fire department ari).1 l,mis eitfoicemeni officers Sometimes
di,patv her will sit in on that, but we
.1150 lia‘e people like hunters and boaters taking
cliff lass nol1 MO we appreciate and encourage

BZA OKs KAs to
rent apartment
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
the permit will be evaluated in
Staff Writer
60 months as long as no probFour college students are lems are reported sooner.
Larry Tadlock spoke on
allowed to live in a single-family residential on North Fourth behalf of his mother-in-law
Street as long as they refrain Margorie Lassiter, who owns
from hosting fraternity activi- the property, which has been for
sale for several years.
ties.
The long driveway with a
The Murray Board of Zoning
Adjustments
approved paved turn-around area leads to
Wednesday on a 5- I vote a con- the house that sits off Fourth
ditional use permit to allow four Street.
"This is kind of unique,"
non-related people to live at
1402 N. Fourth St. BlA mem- IVA chairman Bill Whitaker
ber Ed Davis voted against the said. "Usually the ones we get
into are on smaller lots."
request.
During the public hearing, no
'Me four Murray State students who are re-organiting the neighbors spoke in opposition
Kappa Alpha fraternity have ot allowing them to live there
rented the tour-bedroom, two- and their next-door neighborbathroom house 1111 73 acres hood said she's never had an difsince December 'their lease is ficulties with the men and has
no objection to them staying.
through May.
The permit is valid past May She also said the property had
as long as any tenants refrain been rented prior to December.
In unreleated business, the
from loud disruptive noise and
any fraternity activities. Should board spent some time talking
the property not sell before then. about whether to allow John

Gray to use 40-foot long storage
containers at his flea market at
the corner of the South Fourth
Street and Sycamore Extended,
Gray's Flea Market has been the
source of much discussion about
aesthetics over the past few
months.
The BZA voted 4-2 with
Whitaker and member Helen
Spann opposed to permit Gray
to use no more than two containers for up to two years as long as
he constructs fence for screening along Fourth Street.
"Some people just outgrow
facilities," Whitaker said. "He
has outgrown that facility. He
needs to be in a bigger place."
BZA member Scott Seiber
proposed the fence.
"I am not saying this will all
go away because he puts up a
fence and storage containers,"
Seiber said of Gray's clean-up
effort of the outdoor storage. "...
I want to accommodate what
people really want to do.-
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KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger di Times
CERTIFICATES OF PROMISE: Katie Walker with Murray Tourism Commission, Lisa
Satterwhite with Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, Matt Mattingly from the
City of Murray, from left. and Dawn Gaskin from Calloway County, far right, accept certificates
from Kentucky Child Now Community Youth Development Coordinator Stephanie Reynolds
and 4-I-4 Extension Specialist for 4-H Youth Development T.J Delahanty. Reynolds and
Delahanty talked to the focal Community Education advisory council this morning about
statewide resources available to form partnerships and collaborations to help youth. Murray
and Calloway County have been recognized as a Community of Promise, a designation incorporated within Community Education
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Calloway County and Murray Independent school board chairmen Jeff Gordon, third from left,
and Dr. Richard Crouch, right, sign a four-year non-resident student agreement following
closed meeting Wednesday night in attorney Chip Adams'legal office. The two districts have
agreed to drop existing disputes and enter into a new agreement through 2010.

II Annexation off ...
From Front

Details of the agreement
in a year-to-year
breakdown

quality education that we have been providing to our students."
Calloway Superintendent Steve Hoskins said the resolution •the signing of up 517(462
under the old agreement plus
would bring an end to existing disputes between the two systems to
55 additional) non-resident
the mutual benefit of both districts, students, and the community.
"We've got to get a resolution and get this thing over with as students was allowed for
divisive as it has been with the community and to where (Rogers) MISD while Calloway may
enlist "any and all" students
and I both can make the scheduling and planning and budgeting that
during the current school
we have got to do." he said.
year.
Hoskins said he also realties that both district "Lillt and lose" •a new
"one-for-one" stuunder the compromise.
dent funding agreement plus
"I think both boards have negotiated and put forth some real
55 additional student for
gocid-faith efforts tor a long time and I think it's the hest thing for
MISD with the same stipulathe students and the community that we approve the compromise
tions for Calloway schools
that we have here." he said. "I think vie ye got solliethIng we can
during 2007-2008. The "onefor-one" basis is made by
move on with "
determining which school sysRogers said he knew there would have to be some compromises
tem has the fewest non-resiand sympathited with about eight residents front the trosstield subdent students attending a pardivision who attended the Murray hoard's meeting.
ticular year, with the school
Jameswood Drive resident Sandy Morgan. who initiated a petition for the annexation. urged Murray board members to wait 45 system with the most non-resident students allowed to
days before making a decision. Morgan noted that leg islation iscurreceive ADA on an additional
rently before the state General Assembly that would assist inde55 students or less.
efforts.
pendent district with annexation
• a one-for-one agreement
"Help is on the way." she said.
plus 40 additional students for
The Murray board heard, hut did not officially respond to. Me
both MISD and Calloway durgroup's request under the rules of a closed meeting.
ing both the 2008-2009 and
While appreciating the effort from the group. Rogers said later 2009-2010 school years.
that he believes the Murray hoard acted in the long-term interest of The contract further provided
that ADA of pupils reported
all the students in the district.
during the four-year period be
"The other side of this is that we get some more money from the
counted in the district where
students, but in return we had to agree that we would keep the techthey attend school and both
nology center open and that we would not annex any property ...
districts agree to provide daily
including Crossfield. So we did have to drop that petition.- he said.
attendance information at the
"Naturally that's what they were concerned about, but vte apprerequest of either board. MISD
ciate all that those folks have dime . but this board had to take in
will continue to charge tuition
consideration what they felt was best for all students."
for non-resident students now
According to terms of the agreement. 55 additional student will
set at $550.
he added to the existing non-resident student contract for MISD for
2006-2(E7 and 2007-2008 school years along with an additional 40
students for 2008-2009 and 2009-2010 for each district.
The agreement must be approved by intenm KDE Commissioner
John Noland before it becomes effective.
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McConnell is big hurdle for Democrats

Widows attend rally for
tougher mine safety laws
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-- Widows of dead coal miners rallied
Wednesday at the Capitol alongside miners and labor supporters to
push legislation they claim would strengthen safety laws for those
working underground.
Proponents urged House lawmakers to have a swift committee
vote that would get the mine safety legislation to the House floor.
They say the legislation would save lives by imposing more stringent safety requirements on coal mine operators.
"We need this bill passed," said Melissa Lee, whose husband
Jimmy Lee was killed in the Kentucky Darby Mine explosion last
year. -This has to be something that protects the other men who are
providing for their families."
With the 2007 General Assembly session half over, the legislation
has not yet come up for a committee vote. It would, among other
things, require more frequent mine inspections and require coal
companies to supply miners with methane detectors.
The proposal would also allow people to attend investigation
interviews on behalf of any miners killed in on-the-job accidents.
But Bill Londrigan, head of the Kentucky AFL-C10, said he
doubted whether the proposal would get a fair hearing before the
House Natural Resources and Environment Committee, which is
chaired by Rep. Jim Gooch. Londrigan claimed Gooch, DProvidence, has so far not allowed the panel to vote on the bill
because of his ties to the coal industry.

Speaker: Social worker safety bill to
gain state funding
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A bill aimed at better protecting state
social workers took a detour Wednesday so extra funding can be
inserted, House Speaker Jody Richards said.
The so-called "Boni Bill," named for a social worker killed on the
job, emerged from a House committee last week without a commitment for additional state money — which drew criticism from Gov.
Ernie Fletcher and social workers alike.
In a procedural move just before the House adjourned for the day,
the measure was sent back to the House Health and Welfare
Committee for further action. The bill was listed on the committee's
agenda for Thursday.
"We're going to add some money to the 'Bon
Richards
said later.
Richards wouldn't specify how much state money might be
added.
-We're trying to do the right thing," the Bowling Green
Democrat told reporters. -The system needs some real repair.-

Taser was appropriate force for man
who died, chief says
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville police officers who used
a Taser on a man who later died used appropriate force. Police Chief
Robert White said.
White said in a letter to the officers that all force used against
Noles was "reasonable" and within department policy, The CourierJournal reported Wednesday.
-It was proper, and it wasn't excessive,- White said during a
news conference concerning the internal investigation into the Sept.
5 death of Larry Noles, 52.
On that day, Officers Matthew Metzler and Michael Campbell
tried to subdue Notes, including using a 'Paper on him as be stood
naked in the middle of a road. Police described Noles as agitated and
combative..
A third officer, Timothy Nett, who responded also was cleared in
the case.
The officers were cleared of criminal wrongdoing in December.
Commonwealth's Attorney Dave Stengel said he believed the officers acted appropriately.

By LAURIE KELLMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democrats may be in charge of
the Senate these days, yet
Minority
Leader
Mitch
McConnell is no powerless
bystander.
The Kentucky Republican
made that clear when, despite
grumbling from within his own
ranks, he engineered the twoweek standoff over Iraq and
allowed the House to move first
to challenge President Bush's
troop buildup.
Then, when a nonbinding
resolution opposing the buildup
finally came to the Senate, the
Democrats couldn't muster the
60 votes needed to push the
measure through in a rare
Saturday session that delayed
senators from leaving for the
weeklong President's Day
recess.
Despite the Democrats' 5149 majority — counting two
independents who generally
vote with the Democrats — the
65-year-old Republican leader
might be viewed as the most
powerful member of the new
Congress.
The taciturn but forceful
Kentuckian can block legislation that Majority Leader Harry
Reid, D-Nev., tries to bring up
for a vote. All he needs is 4.0
Republicans to vote with him.
That's because Senate rules
effectively require a 60-vote

supermajorit y
to get to an upand-down simple majority
vote on most
matters, rules
that Democrats
also have used
effectively in
the past when
they were in the
McConnoll
minority.
They give McConnell,or any
minority party leader, the power
to shape legislation.
Stylistically, McConnell is
not a natural at being out front.
He knows policy, politics and
Senate procedure cold. That's
reflected in the way he speaks in
public — when he expounds
publicly at all.
Yet, during the standoff over
Iraq, he had plenty to say.
He insisted Republicans
would not be ignored. He made
it clear that he would not allow
Reid a straight up-or-down vote
on Bush's troop escalation,
insisting that Reid also allow a
vote on an alternative resolution
on funding the troops that is
more palatable to Republicans.
So Republicans used parliamentary measures to keep
Democrats from taking up a
debate leading to a final vote.
Democrats accused McConnell
of protecting Bush over an
unpopular war, but the GOP
leader refused to budge.
However exasperating to his

colleagues — including at least
seven Republicans who wanted
to take up the war resolution —
the stalemate was McConnell's
early notice to Reid and other
Democrats.
"Senate Republicans are
going to insist on fair treatment," McConnell declared.
His point was made. If
McConnell could mire colleagues in arguments over who
gets to speak first in a debate
about Iraq, he and the minority
Republicans will also be a factor
in future debates over other key
items on the Democrats'agenda,
including prescription drugs and
the budget.
"We're very close (in) numbers here, and we have some
differences, and we have to have
an opportunity to talk about different kinds of things." said Sen.
R-Wyo.
Craig
Thomas,
"Hopefully, that's what this is
all about."
The nation's founders might
applaud, according to Senate
historian Donald Ritchie.
They set up the House to be
an institution where the majority rules. Members there represent districts of nearly identical
population. In the Senate, where
members represent states with
populations of different sizes,
James Madison particularly
wanted measured consigeration
that engaged all parties.
"Madison felt very strongly
that you needed time for second

Poll: 52 percent back casino gambling at tracks
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A majority of Kentuckians favor
allowing casino gambling at the
state's racetracks, according to a
Poll
released
Bluegrass
Wednesday.
The poll conducted by The
Courier-Journal of Louisville
found that 52 percent of
Kentuckians favor casinos at the
tracks, while 38 percent oppose
them and another 10 percent
were undecided.
The poll was encouraging for
members of the thoroughbred
racing industry who support putt ting the gambling questions.to a
statewide vote as.distraitatiO;ii.:
al amendment. The phone survey has a margin of error of plus

or minus 3.5 percentage points
"To me it just reaffirms the
people's support that they'd like
to vote on gaming," said Steve
Sexton, a Churchill Downs Inc
executive vice president.
The poll was conducted
between Feb. 8 and 14, and surveyed 801 adults in Kentucky.
In the General Assembly this
year, bills to allow casinos at
racetracks and other sites are
pending, but they aren't expected to advance during the 30-day
session.
On Tuesday, House Speaker
Pro Tens I..,arry clack filed bills
to allow up to nine "etiabsoti at
tracks and other locations. But
Clark said he offered them as a

starting point for discussions in
2008, when the legislature meets
for 641 days

Correction
In the anniversary celebration for Glenn and Patty
Farthing published Wednesday,
the names of Dan Taylor and
Tonunye Taylor were spelled
incorrectly. The Ledger regrets
the error.
The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
dist i...wijiter't policy to eperect
errors. To report a news mistake
or error, please call 753-1916.

thoughts," Ritchie said.
Still, it is unclear how long
McConnell can hold his
Republicans together — and
when Democrats might peel
away enough Republicans to get
the 60 votes needed to bring the
Iraq resolution up for debate and
a vote on its merits.
`Noting that the House:
churned through the Iraq resolu;::
tion and passed it in under fout:
days, Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa:;
last week lamented the prospect;
of having to explain to his con;-',
stituents the Senate's plodding.
"I'm finding it difficult, real- .
ly impossible, to answer my
constituents about what the
Senate is doing," Specter said;
although adding that he agrees
with McConnell in principle.
tell them we're debating
whether we're going to have a
debate, and they can't under
stand what we're doing."

Town Crier
NOTICE
MI The Murray City Council •
will meet at 6:30 tonight at
city
hall. The agenda
includes an ordinance to
address caterers who sell
alcoholic beverages and a
recommendation from the •
Planning
Murray
Commission to draft an ordinance for text amendments.•
pertaining to residential.
planned development proj- •
ects. The finance and personnel committee will meet ,
at 5 p.m. to discuss the
amendment to the Alcohol
Beverage Commission ordinance regarding caterers'
licenses, discuss a budget
amendment and convene in
an executive session.
•The Murray State Board
of Regents will meet Friday
in Pogue Library's Jesse
Stuart Reading Room. The •
board will meet at 8 a.m. and
immediately go into executive session to consider the
pending litigation Dennison v.
MSU et al. The academic
affairs committee will meet at
10 a.m. followed by the audit,.
building and grounds, anct:
finance committees. The full
board meeting will begin at:
t:30 p.m.
To report a Town Crier- item, call 753-1916.

Kentucky considers lifting Election
Day liquor ban
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) — A generations-old Kentucky law that
bans the sale of liquor on Election Day would be lifted under proposed legislation.
That law, which dates back to the days of prohibition when temperance leagues vilified alcohol in all forms, is antiquated and needs
to be changed, said state Rep. Arnold Simpson, D-Covington.
"I mean, we're in the 21st Century." Simpson said. -Liquor sales
are a very important component of our business community and having a prohibition on any day for any period without a legitimate state
interest I think is reprehensible."
The House Licensing and Occupations Committee unanimously
approved Simpson's bill on Wednesday and sent it to the full House
for consideration. Simpson said the measure, which would allow
bars and liquor stores to open at noon on Election Day, is likely to
spark debate as it moves through the legislative process.
"Now I'm very much aware of the propensity and the alleged
practice in some counties of individuals offering liquor to influence
votes, but, by golly, this is the 21st Century," Simpson said. "If"
someone wants to commit a fraud, they don't need liquor to do that.
They can do it with currency. It's still against the law."
State Sen. Vernie McGaha, R-Russell Springs. a stalwart opponent of liquor sales, said he opposes the measure working its way
through the legislative process.

Our Famous Family Estate Planning Portfolio — A Gift For Those Who Preplan
Do Something For Your Family They Will Always Remember
2 Spaces
Head of Household FREE Space

$1400
- $700

$700

J No Interest Financing Program
J Low Monthly Payment Plan
J Information On Mausoleum Entombment
(Less expensive than ground burial)

J Family Estate Planning Portfolio
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We want to share our excitement about our

newly expanded MURRAY OFFICE! So we'd like to invite you to our
open house. Stop in and see the new changes to our office and meet some of your
bankers and neighbor. Take a look around. Have a sip of something. Sit a spell. Make yourself
comfortable.

Come see just how neighborly a bank can be!

HERITAGEBAN K
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM

63 •

•
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Heritage Bank's Neighborhood Party! •

February 22 • 4:00-6:00 p.m. • 210 North 12th Street
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The French Bill would leave legacy for social worker
were right
on Iraq
IN OTHER WORDS

The following is an editorial
from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view fiym
another area in the Commonwealth.
It does not necessarily reflect the
editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
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Softening of Cuba policy not likely
WASHINGTON AP) Commerce Secretary Carlos
Gutierrez said Wednesday it
would be a "great disservice"
for the Cuban people if the
L'inted States eased economic
and political ties with the
island in the post-Fidel Castro
era
"Cuba is at a cntical point
in us history." Gutierrez said.
'The country is poised for
change. The policy of the
Bush administration has been
to help the Cuban people
achieve their freedom through
democratic change.••
The United States, he said,
must not legitimize a successor regime by "helping it
maintain Its tight gnp over
the C'uhan people."
Gutierrez serves as cochairman of an official commission which made recommendations for C'ulla policy
after Castro passes from the
scene. He spoke to the C'ouncil of the Amencas, a probusiness group.
Gutierrez's speech was
devoted mostly to the plight
Ill the Cuban people under
the system Castro created 48
years ago. He omitted any
reference to Castm's brother
Raul. who has served as act-

WASIIINGTON rODM
By George Gedda
ing president since the )40year old leader tell ill last
Jul,
"The embiu-go is not the
problem or the solution."
Gutierrez said "The problem
is the repressive communist
system. The solution is to
change the system
In an interview with The
Associated Press on Tuesday
that previewed his speech.
Gutierrez said, "Now isn't the
time to ease the restrictions"
on U.S ties with ('uba.
But there has been growing interest in a reassessment
of policy toward Cuba following casiro'% illness and the
emergence of the emergence
ot a Ikmocratic-controlled
Congress. The centerpiece of
U.S policy is the 45-year-old
U S Milie embargo.
-There is growing momentum and broad support for a
new approach toward U.S.Cuba polies among members
of the U S. business and agnculture communities, as well
as key policymakers." said
Jake Colvin. director of USA
Engage, a group that opposes

economic sanctions as a political tool. He spoke to a
forum on ('uba in Washington
last month.
Also. Rep. Charles Ratigel.
D-N.Y., chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee. and Jeff Flake, RAnz.. have introduced legislation to lift all restrictions on
travel by Amencans to Cuba.
"Far from hastening democratic reforms, our current
policy has given Fidel Castro
a convenient scapegoat for his
own regime's failures," Flake
said. "With the Cuban government taking new shape. we
shouldn't give the new leader
the same excuses we've given
the old one."
In the interview, Gutierrez
said Castro has tried to blame
the United States for the
country's economic problems
but that Castro's own policies
are responsible.
*This isn't about Arnencan
policy. It's about Cuban policy," he said. He added that
he sees little prospect for
change in Cuba under Raul
Castro, who has been acting
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president since his elder
brother fell ill in late July.
"There is nothing in his
past to suggest that he (Raul)
is a reformer," Gutierrez said.
Interest in Cuba comes
naturally to Gutierrez. who
was born in Havana and left
Cuba at age six for Florida
with his family. Now 53, he
joined President Bush's cabinet in 2(X)5 after serving as
chairman of the board and
CEO of the Kellogg Co.
Gutierrez sought to put to
rest the notion among Cuban
officials that the United States
is intent on recapturing the
dominant role it played on
the island before the 1959
revolution that brought Fidel
Castro to power.
"We have no plans to confiscate any property," he said.
"We have no military plans.
Our goal is to be of help.
We know we can be of help.
The destiny of Cuba is in the
hands of Cubans on the
island, not people in Washington or someplace else."
The official U.S. policy is
maintain current restrictions
on diplomatic and economic
ties with Cuba until the country takes credible steps toward
a transition to democracy.
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be fully funded, if not in the current session, then as soon as possible.
The Frederick tragedy brought
a very serious need to light, and
it looked like our government was
going to respond vigorously, perhaps preventing
more such
tragedies.
As Charles Wells, executive director of the Kentucky Association of
State employees, told the House
panel as it was stripping full funding from the bill — "We're in a
crisis situation. Without the full
funding of this bill, we're concerned we may lose (a) child, (or)
another social worker."
Let's hope that doesn't happen.
Let's hope that Boni Frederick's
legacy will not be another drawnout government squabble over procedure or precedent.
Let's hope that legacy is meaningful: long-lasting improvements
in safety and working conditions
for public servants on the front
lines of protecting children.
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reopened during this short session
and that more funding can be made
available during the next session
of the legislature.
Boni Frederick was stabbed and
beaten when she took a 9-monthold boy to his mother's house for
a visit in Henderson last October.
The case has focused much-needed attention on the very dangerous situations that our social workers must often face.
Among other steps, the legislation as originally introduced would
fund the hiring of social workers
to replace the hundreds who left
the job since 2003. It would also
equip all such workers with twoway radios equipped with panic
buttons and require that supervised visits between birth parents
and their abused or neglected children take place in neutral locations.
Two of the original bill's supporters, state Sen. Dorsey Ridley
and state Rep. David Watkins, both
Henderson
Democrats,
have
expressed their disappointment at
the most recent turn of events and
their hopes that the measure will
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Are the wheels coming off the
Boni Bill bandwagon?
The bill named after slain social
America had plenty oh its
own anti-war Cassandras who worker Boni Frederick and designed
prethited the many had
to improve the safety of the state's
things that inxanahly go
social workers was approved by a
v. Fong when you send armies
committee and sent on to the full
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The funeral for Mrs. Mae Minton Perdue was today (Thursday)
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. Rev.
Norman Ellis and Dr. Hilda Bentley officiated. Burial was in the
East End Cemetery, Cadiz
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's
Association, 3703 Taylorsville Rd., Suite 102, Louisville, KY 40220
or American Heart Association, 240 Whittington Parkway,
Louisville, KY 40222.
Mrs. Perdue, 83, Cadiz, formerly of Murray, died Monday, Feb.
19, 2007, at 10:33 a.m. at Christian Health Center, Hopkinsville.
She was a music teacher and a musician for Lake Barkley State
Resort Park. She was a member of Cadiz United Methodist Church
where she had served as pianist, organist and choir director.
Preceding her in death were her husband, William Paul Perdue,
and two brothers, Hugh Gary Minton and Layton Minton. She was
the daughter of the late Willis Ennis Minton and Dorothy Mae
Alexander Minton Husk.
Survivors include two sons, Bill Perdue, Dacula, Ga., and Gary
Perdue, Lexington; one daughter, Mrs. Patsy Brandon,
Hopkinsville; one brother, John Dean Minton, Bowling Green; five
grandchildren; tbree great-grandchildren.

Christopher 1. Copeland
The funeral for Christopher J. Copeland will be Friday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah. Rev. Jim
Glover will officiate. Burial will follow in the St. Henry Catholic
Church, Aurora.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mr. Copeland, 30, Ledbetter, died Monday,Feb. 19, 2007, at 7:31
a.m. in Livingston County.
He was a carpet and tile installer for Howard Floors. He was born
in Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Dianna Sturm, and one daughter.
Jeanie Sturm, both of Ledbetter; his mother, Mrs. Roberta Carlene
Boulnois Copeland, Alexandria; his father, Johnny Copeland, and
grandmother, Mrs. Naomi Copeland, both of Paducah; one sister,
Mrs. Jodie Hooper, Benton; several aunts, uncles, nieces and
nephews.

Guilty plea accepted
for soldier's role in
Iraq rape and murder
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP)- A second U.S. soldier
faces life in prison after pleading
guilty to his part in the rape and
murder of an Iraqi girl and the
slaying of her family.
A sentencing hearing starts
today to determine whether Sgt.
Paul E. Cortez, 24,is eligible for
parole.
By pleading guilty to charges
of rape and four counts of felony
murder. Cortez was spared the
possibility of a death sentence
and must testify against the three
other soldiers charged in the
case.
Cortez wept as he described
Wednesday how he raped 14year-old Abeer Qassim al-Janabi
in her family's home in
Mahrnoudiya last March, while
Spc. James Barker, 24, held her
down.
"I lifted up her skirt and took
off her stockings while Barker
held her hands with his knees,"
he said before admitting that he
raped the teenager as she
screamed. "After I was done,
myself and Barker switched
spots."
Another soldier, former Pfc.
Steven D. Green, shot the girl's
father, mother and younger sister in the bedroom, Cortez said.
Green then raped the girl in front
of Cortez and then shot her multiple times in the head, he said.
Cortez also testified that the
soldiers attempted to bum the
girl's body, burned their clothes
and threw the murder weapon,
an AK-47, into a canal in an
attempt to get rid of evidence.
But in a court-martial later
Wednesday, Cortez was found
not guilty of more serious

charges of premeditated murder
and conspiracy to premeditated
murder after prosecutors failed
to convince a judge that Cortez
knew of Green's intent to murder the whole family.
Pfc. Jesse Spielman, 22, and
Pfc. Bryan Howard, 19, await
courts-martial in the case and
Green, who was discharged
from the military before being
charged, will be prosecuted in a
federal court.
Howard, who is confined to
the post, was in court observing
the trial but did not testify.
Cortez showed very little
emotion during the rest of the
trial and kept his eyes down
unless addressing the judge or
talking with his attorneys.
He didn't look up when
another
soldier.
Spc.
Christopher Till, testified that
Cortez told him about the
killings in June.
"He seemed very remorseful," Till said.
Cortez offered no explanation for his involvement in the
rape and murders, only saying
that his intent was to rape the
girl.
His plea agreement also
included a reduction in rank and
a dishonorable discharge.
The killing of the family,
originally reported to be the
work of insurgents, is considered among the worst in a series
of alleged atrocities by U.S. military personnel in Iraq.
Four other soldiers from the
division's
187th
Infantry
Regiment also face murder
charges stemming from the
death of three Iraqi detainees
near Samarra.
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Kentucky lawmakers debate 'fire
safe' cigarettes after 10 deaths
BARDSTOWN, Ky.(AP)Debbie Coulter said she supports the right to smoke at her
restaurant, but the 52-year-old
shudders when she recalls a
recent incident in which she fell
asleep smoking and her
bathrobe caught fire.
"It scares me to death," said
Coulter, whose husband helped
extinguish the fire. "I could have
lost everything - my husband
would have had to bury me."
But 10 others at a recent
house fire in the town died after,
investigators believe, a lit cigarette set a chair aflame. That fire
has sparked calls from fire prevention advocates to require all
cigarettes sold in the state to be
"fire safe," or made to extinguish when dropped or not
inhaled for a period.
"We should act quickly to
make sure we don't have those
kinds of tragedies in the future,"
said Lorraine Carli, a spokeswoman for the National Fire
Protection Association, which is
supporting measures in the state
House of Representatives and
Senate. Her group says lawmak
ers in at least 19 other states are
considering similar legislation.
The state Senate passed a
measure that would require the
conversion to fire-safe cigarettes
on Tuesday, and a similar one
has cleared a state House of
Representatives committee.
Persuading smokers to quit
would be a tough proposition in
Kentucky, where tobacco has
deep cultural roots. The state has
traditionally been one of
nation's leading producers of
burley tobacco, an ingredient in
cigarettes. And Kentucky's 2005
adult smoking rate of 28.7 percent ranked first in the U.S.
But Carli says the push to
switch to fire-safe cigarettes is
not anti-smoking, it is to
improve public safety.
"It has little to do with smoking and has everything to do
with saving lives," she said.
Nationally, 700 to 900 people
die each year from figiva caused
by smoking materials such as
cigarettes, according to the fire

AP
Makeshift crosses are placed outside a house in Bardstown, Ky. Monday, where 10 people
were killed by a fire investigators say was caused by a lit cigarette. The fire took place Feb. 6.
A fire prevention advocacy group wants Kentucky to pass legislation which will make cigarette
companies sell only cigarettes which will extinguish themselves when dropped.
prevention group.
In Kentucky, about a third of
fire deaths are caused by blazes
sparked by cigarettes or other
smoking materials, according to
State Fire Marshal Rodney
Raby.
In 2004, New York became
the first state to require fire-safe
cigarettes to be sold, and fire
officials there have noticed a
difference.
"We are comfortable that the
'fire-safe' cigarettes have
reduced the number of fires and
fatalities,"
Eamon
said
Moynihan, a spokesman for the
New York State Office of Fire
Prevention and Control.
• The 'special senates are
wrapped in thin bands of paper
that work like "speed bumps" to

slow the burning of cigarettes extinguish paper nationwide
not being puffed. They extin- since 2(XX), and it hasn't really
guish when the burning tobacco affected the brand's market
reaches a "speed bump. The share, said company spokesman
lower-ignition paper does not David Sutton.
otherwise reduce the health conThe company supports the
sequences of smoking.
Kentucky legislation, and Sutton
Philip Morris USA, the said changing to fire-safe ciganation's leading cigarette maker, rettes shouldn't affect the price
has made its Merit brand in self- consumers will pay

Openings For New Clients
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!

753-6069
r

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
Alreturns filed electronically

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
Good thru March 15, 2007

PUSH MOWERS
AUTO - HOME - LIFE INSURANG

Key Kar Rental
270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
g Faughn Used Cars

14. STOCK MARKET REPORT

Dow Jews Ind. Ave.--I2753.0 + 14.6
Air Products -.........77.34 + 0.16
AT&T,loc.----37.29 0.08
44.07 + 0.06
BB&T
Briggs & Stratton ______30.79 - 0.00
Bridal Myers Squibb -27.02 - 0.09
Caterpillar
67 75 •0.46
Chevron Texaco Corp-7046+ 0.52
Daintier Chrysler _.....-70.21 -043
Dean Foods
4539-1.16
Eixon-Mobil
74.09+ 0.11
149 + 0.02
Ford Nlotor
Geoeral Electric
15.60• 11.01
General Motors
15.46 +11.09
GlaxaSmithIlline ADR
- 145
Goodrich ...,.._.....,.......,....5I.%+ l.24
Goodyear .._............2517 + 0.22
HopFed Bank'
16300 1639 A
IBM_......093+0.41

r11 N

Intel
Kroger
Mattel ....-..McDonalds ._
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Prime,
Pepsico. Inc..-

All For Only

$4995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS

Call -Dom(Tday!

Investments Since 1854

Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

II?

'I

20.97 + 0.09
26.49 + 0.02
26.99 - 0.37
45.94 - 0.03
43 96 + 0.01
.--29.50 + 0.15
- 2.67
64 90 - 0.12

Regions Financial -3730+ 0.05
u .4.gm
Schering-Plough
Sears Holdiog Corp.__187.85 - 0.93
'175 + RIO
Use Warner
US Bancorp
6094 + 030
UST
It 72 + 0.03
Weithint Inc
50.01 + 0.04
Wal-Mart

Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil. Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only

$8995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Betts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Finng

All For Only

10995

S

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

$14995
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

(
Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional COMB.)

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants HAI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY

Murray Home & Auto
42071

270-753-3366 I800•444.1854
Hairs: 13:0C a.m.-5:0Cr.r. M

www.murrayhomeandauto.com
753-2571
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Wells will be speaker at
meeting of NARFE chapter

Heritage
Ball is
scheduled

Kentucky Lake Chapter #0853 of National Association of Retired Federal Employees wW meet Friday at noon at Holmes
Family Restaurant, Ky. 121 North, Murray.
Bill Wens, guest speaker, will discuss
various topics of local issues.
Ron Hubbard, president, urges all members and any other retired federal employees to attend.
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T-shirts available for Relay for Life
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
GEOLOGY MADE FUN: A Geology I class is made fun and interesting with the help of Dr.
Durwood Beatty, left, a retired professor from Murray State University's department of agriculture, and Ginny Harper, center, Calloway County Extension Agent for 4-H/Youth Development.
Pictured right is Jared Geunn, 13, a student from Eastwood Christian Academy, one of the
approximately 12 students that normally attend the afternoon sessions. Harper said the classes will be held every Tuesday from 3:30 to 4:45 p.m. at the Extension Office on South Fourth
Street The classes, which will run through March 6, are open to students.

AARP Driver Safety Class will

be at local senior citizens center
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refresher course IN designed to
meet specific: needs of older
drivers It covers age-related
ph' steal changes. declining perceptual skills, rules of the road,
local driving problems and
license renewal requirements
lIpon Cl,mpletion of the
course, a person may be eli-

gible for a premium reduction
of his or her automobile insurance. Class size is limited to
the first 20 participants. The
cost of the class is Sill.
To sign up for the class.
call Teri Cobb at 753-0929.
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FLAGS PRESENTED: Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 gave 400 American flags to the Post
6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars who then gave 55 to veterans in assisted living homes with
the rest to be given out in parades in Murray and Calloway County. Pictured from right are
Brooks Rose. Rachel Jackson and luta Hutson, lodge members, David Foley. commander of
Post 6291 Dot Bazzell, lodge member, James Daniels, trustee, Wally Miller, lodge member,
and Dene Walter. quartermaster of Post 6291.

Training meeting scheduled at Kentucky Dam Village
Hits V1eNI ki:11111t k‘ !sternal
\dor.
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Health Couriselor•s Association will be presenting and six hours
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K. nItuLk s Mental Health Cowl- in coniunction with the West
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Kentucky Counselor's Association Conference There will
he a charge of $35 for nonmembers and $25 for members of WKMHCA. Membership applications will be available at the meeting.
Interested persons may register by sending their professional information to Jen Harrell. 195 Hickory Creek Lane.
Benton. KY 42025 or by registering at the meeting. For
further information. call Jan
Roberson at I -270-444-5611
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Scholarship applications available
Applications are now available for the Janie Story Memorial-Hazel woman's Club scholarship. Interested seniors should
pick up applications and guidelines in the school's guidance
office.

Teacher of Year applications available
Applications for the annual "Teacher of the Year" award are
now being accepted at Wal-Mart. This award is designed to
recognize teachers who have gone above and beyond normal
expectations. Applications are available at the Wal-Mart customer service desk. They must be returned to Wal-Mat no later
than Friday. The winner will receive a S1.000 grant made
payable to the school where they teach.
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& Gifts
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

EXPRESS TAN
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American Legion Post 173 will meet tonight at 7 at the
Murray-Calloway. County Chamber of Commerce conference room.

Tiger Softball team plans promotion
High School Lady Tiger Softball Team is have a
from II a.m. to 9 p.m. today at Sirloin Stockade.
are asked to give a cop of their receipts to the
the team to receive credit.

Pleasure Cookers Homemakers Club will meet tonight at
6:30 at the Calloway County Extension office. All interested
persons are invited. For more information call 436-52132 or
293-6959.

a

CEA meeting is tonight
The Community Education Council and the 100 Best Communities team of Murray-Calloway County Community of
Promise will host Stephanie Reynolds. community youth development coordinator in Frankfort. and T.J. Delahanty. 4-H extension specialist for 4-H youth development, tonight at 7:45 at
the Career and Discovery Center on US 641 North, Murray.
Those attending are requested to park in the back of the building. For more information call Trish Barton at 753-5856.

654 N. 12th St. • 767-1831
www.myexpresstan.com
N'ou, locations in Paris, TN & Mayfield, KY
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Roping and Barrel Racing, sponsored by Murray State University Rodeo Team, will be at West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center on Friday at 6 p.m.. Saturday at 8 a.m. and
1 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. For information call 1-270-8233211.
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Kirksey Ball Park will have sign-ups for the summer season on Fnday from 5 to 7 p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at Kirksey United Methodist Church and Saturday
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.

Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shnne Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.
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Kirksey Ball Park plans sign-ups

Roping and Barrel Racing planned
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Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
will meet Friday at I p.m. at the Murray Board of Education
building on South 13th Street, Murray. All community members are invited, according to Dottie Kraemer, project director.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
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CCASAP to meet Friday

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.
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Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
sponsor a chili supper on Friday from 6 to 8 p.m. at the lodge
hall on Ky. 464, east of Almo. The public is invited.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
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Temple Hill event on Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, located at 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured this week will be The Smith Family, The Gospel
Three and Kevin Crawford. There is no admission charge, but
items for Need Line will be accepted. For more information
call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666.
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Each year Relay for Life offers a different color T-shirt
with the annual design for relay committee members. The cost
is $5. Any member wanting a T-shirt is asked to call Kathy
M. Hodge, Relay for Life chair, at 436-2424 or 759-1884
before the next committee meeting

Glory Bound event Friday
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Art Guild discussion tonight

Murray Art Guild will host a round table
By Jo Burkeen
discussion
on the topic of -Creativity" tonight
Community
at 6 in the community room of Calloway
Editor
County Public Library. This is designed as
an open, inforrnal opportunity to talk about the nature and
importance of creativity. All interested persons are invited.
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MES Students Earn Gold Tags
Studleitt:, cam tigei lag, loi giiig as e and he)ond out Guidelines lot S ucs.

After a
student earns ten tiger tags they are awarded a gold tag during our Tiger Cub News broadcast.
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Photo provided
Students pictured received their gold tags the week of Jan. 22 — 26. Pictured from left are
Brandon Tish, Thomas Speed, Taylor Underwood, Aaron Sikel, Jonathan Hilbrecht and Tony
Dinh.
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Pictured are Murray Elementary P4 students who received their gold tags Jan. 26th. They are,
from left. Gregory Jackson, Maya Yandal, Nyra Rocha, Alayna Dolack, Taylor English, Brittany
Bristoe, Noah Newsome and Liam Fitzpatrick. Not pictured are Curtis Hammonds, Trent
Lyons.
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Let's Go South!
strips to boiling soup. Cook
I have had so many peoon low simmer, 20-30 minple give us recipes that my
utes, stirring occasionally.
children and I can not get
to them
Serve with dollop of sour
all, but
cream and crushed tortilla
chips.
don't stop
giving
Mexican Chicken
them to us.
Casserole
This week
Ingredients:
my son
— 3, 10 oz. cans Chunk
and I were
White Chicken, drained
talking
— 1 10.75 oz. can Cream
about our
of Mushroom Soup
— I 10.75 oz. can Cream
Tried & True favorite
Mexican
of Chicken
Recipes restaurant
— 1 10 oz. can Ro-Tel
By Mr. Mom - in Coztomatoes
Mark Anderson emel, Mex— 1 16 oz. box of
ico. If you
Velveeta Cheese
can, picture setting at your
— 1/2 cup Chicken broth
table under a vine roof, lis— 1/2 teaspoon ground
tening to Mexican music and cumin
— 1, 8 or. bag of shredlooking at the ocean, while
ded Sharp Cheddar Cheese
sipping beverages. My son
and .1 love to cook together
(or Pepper Jack)
— I, 13 to 16 or. bag of
and especially these new
Taco- or Nacho-Flavored
Mexican dishes. We always
corn chips
try new Mexican dishes tryPreheat oven to 425
ing to convert my wife and
degrees. In a large heavy
girls to eat more Mexican
saucepan on mediem heat,
foods.
combine the cream soups.
Santa Fe Chicken
Ro-Tel tomatoes, chicken
Tortffia Soup
broth and cumin until simIngredients:
mering, stirring often. Next,
— 1-2 Tbsp olive oil
cut the Velveeta cheese into
— 1/2 cup red bell pepper, chopped
small cubes and add a little
at a time to the soup mix— 1/2 cup onion.
ture, stirring constantly, until
chopped
— I can cream of chickall the cheese is melted.
Into a 9xI3' baking dish,
en soup
pour the entire bag of chips
— 3 cup fresh chicken
stock or broth
evenly, but do not crush or
flatten down. Sprinkle the
— 1 cup salsa
chicken over the top of the
— I tsp ground cumin
— 2 cups shredded Monchips, and then pour the
terey Jack and cheddar
cheese soup mixture over the
cheese blend
chicken and chips. Top the
— 3 cups cooked chicken
dish with the cheddar cheese.
breast, torn into good sized
Heat the casserole in the
oven until bubbling and
chunks
— 3 flour tortillas, cut
heated through, about 25 to
into 1/2 inch strips
30 minutes. Serve with pinto
— 1 cup frozen white
beans and corn bread.
Caramel-Apple Nachos
corn ( or drained can)
Ingredients
— Sour cream and
crushed tortilla chips to gar— 2/3 cup packed brown
sugar
nish
— 1/4 cup granulated
In a 4 qt. stockpot heat
sugar
olive oil. Cook pepper and
— I tablespoon quickonion until translucent. Add
cooking tapioca
to pot the next 4 ingredients
— I teaspoon ground cinand stir until smooth. Let
mixture ewe to ufgtititaihimpame
141162- cuciX apple juice
and gedergldr
or apple cider
corn and cheese. Add chick— 2 pounds cooking
en pieces and return to a
apples, peeled, cored, and
low boil. Finally add tortilla

cut into 1/2-inch-thick slices
(6 cups)
— 1 tablespoon margarine
or butter, cut up
— I 8-ounce carton vanilla yogurt
— 1/4 cup chopped
pecans, toasted
— 1 recipe Cinnamon
Tortilla Crisps ( see below)
In a 3 1/2- or 4-quart
crockery cooker stir together
brown sugar, granulated
sugar, tapioca and cinnamon.
Stir in the apple juice or
cider. Add apple slices and
margarine or butter; stir to
mix. Cover; cook on lowheat setting for 6 to 7 hours
or on high-heat setting for 3
to 3 1/2 hours.
To serve, divide apples
and syrup among 8 dessert
dishes. Top each serving
with vanilla yogurt and
pecans. Serve with Cinnamon
Tortilla Crisps.
Cinnamon Tortilla Crisps:
In a bowl combine 4 teaspoons granulated sugar and
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon.
Cut two 7- to 8-inch flour
tortillas into 8 wedges each.
(Or, cut three 6-inch corn
tortillas into 6 wedges each.)
Lightly spray wedges with
nonstick coating. Place
wedges in a single layer on
an ungreased baking sheet.
Sprinkle with sugar-cinnamon
mixture. Bake in a 350
degree oven about 12 minutes or until crisp. (Or, bake
corn tortillas about 8 minutes.)
I'm always looking for
new recipes so please keep
them coming. As always. as
my daughter said "thats a
keeper!" Enjoy cooking with
your children, they will
remember it forever. If you
have questions, or want us
to try a recipe, please write
Mr. MOM at Murray Ledger
& Times at P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071.
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Students pictured from left who received their gold tags for the week of Jan 29 - Feb. 2 are
Jayson Walker, T J Wood, Ryan Messenger, Myla Taylor, Caitlyn Ferguson, Sam Lewis,
Dariius Galloway, Haley Majchszak and Lindsey Rivas.

Continuing a 33-year tradition,
the Murray Ledger & Times is excited to begin
the selection process of Miss Spring 2007.
Senior girls from Murray & Calloway County
Schools who would like to be considered for
the honor must meet the following criteria:
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Photo provided

Pictured are Murray Elementary P4 students who received their gold tags Feb. I. They are.
from left, Mason Welch, Marshall Hill, Kaity Koehler. Steffany Lamb, Ethan Clark and Austin
Wilson.
Nails

• Senior girl from Murray High
or Calloway County High
• Current GPA of 3.0 or above
• Demonstrated leadership in both school
& community activities
• Submission of essay & photos
•Individual interview process (for finalists only)
Please see your principalfor application
packets detail or more information.
All information must be submitted to your principal
no later than Noon on Friday, March 2, 2007.

Jerri EOM LPN
luinent Cosmetics Artist
211 Maple
Murray. Kentucky 42071
270-293-8839

LEUERSiTIMES
P.O. Box 1040 • 1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, Kentucky 42071
270.753.1916 • Fax: 270.753.1927 • e-mail: ads@murrayledger.com
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Alumni, foundations
lead in contributions
In 2006, alumni and foundabons
raised the most money for nigher

education institutions
$8.4 billion(30%)
Alumni

$5.7(20.4%)
NOri

WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice
President Dick Cheney on Wednesday
harshly cnticized Democrats' attempts to
thwart President Bush's troop buildup in
Iraq, saying their approach would "validate the al-Qaida strategy." House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi fired back that
Cheney Was questioning critics' patriot"I hope the president will repudiate
and distance himself from the vice president's remarks,- Pelosi said. She said she
tried to complain about Cheney to
President Bush but could not reach him.
"You cannot say as the president of
the United States, 'I welcome disagree-

ounoations

54.6(16.4%)
Lorporations
4

Speaker Pelosi snaps back at Cheney on Iraq

$2.2(7.8%)
Other religious

Pelosi

WV

Pelosi and Rep. John Murtha, D-Pa., over - while the United States adds more
their plan to place restrictions on Bush's troops-was a positive step. "I look at it
request for an additional $93 billion for and see it is actually an affirmation that
the Iraq war to make it difficult or impos- there are parts of Iraq where things are
sible to send 21,500 extra troops to Iraq. going pretty well," he said.
Pelosi, said Cheney's criticism of
"I think if we were to do what Speaker
Pelosi and Congressman Murtha are sug- Democrats was "beneath the dignity of
gesting, all we will do is validate the al- the debate we're engaged in."
"And you know what I'm going to do?
Qaida strategy," the vice president told
ABC News. "The al-Qaida strategy is to I'm going to call the president and tell:break the will of the American people ... him I disapprove of what the vice presitry to persuade us to throw in the towel dent said," she said. Bush had previousand come home, and then they win ly urged her to call him when a member
of his administration stepped over the
because we quit."
Cheney also said Britain's plans to line by questioning Democrats' patriotwithdraw about 1,600 troops from Iraq ism, she said.

ment in a time of war,'
and then have the vice
president of the United
States go out of the
country and rnischaracterize a position of the
speaker of the House
and in a manner that
says that person in that
position of authority is
acting
against
the
national security of our
country.- the speaker

ISM

$7.1(25.4%)

Murray Ledger & limes

said.

The quarrel began in Tokyo, where
Cheney used an interview to criticize
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MSU HOOPS

Avoiding that sweeping feeling
BOTH RACER CLUBS
NEED WINS OVER
TENNEESSE TECH,
:BUT FOR DIFFERENT
F(ESONS AS PLAYOFFS
DRAW TO CLOSE

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Tonight's men's-women's Ohio
Valley Conference doubleheader
against Tennessee Tech is huge for both
of Murray State's basketball teams —
but for very different reasons.
The Racers need a victory over the
Golden Eagles to keep alive their
hopes of earning a home game in the
first round of next week's OVC
Tournament.

Meanwhile, with a
tournament
home
game already locked
up, the Lady Racers
need to defeat the
Golden Eaglettes to
move one step closer
to their first-ever
Kennedy league
championship.
While their motives may differ, the
Racers and Lady Racers both enjoy one

common bond — the desire to avoid
being swept in their season series with
Tennessee Tech.
Last month in Cookeville, Tenn.,
Tech earned a pair of wins over Murray
— beating the Racers 63-52 on Jan. 23
and the Lady Racers 54-49 on Jan. 25.
Both squads shared a common
struggle against their rivals from the
Volunteer state, failing to overcome
large deficits in the rebounding column. The Racers were out-rebounded

NO. 20 LOUISVILLE 72,St JOHN'S 48

43-32 by the Golden Eagles, while the
Lady Racers were pounded on the glass
47-31 against a Golden Eaglette unit
that ranked near the bottom of the conference in rebounding at the time.
Against the Racers, Tech controlled
the boards — pulling down 20 offensive rebounds — despite shooting just
33.9 percent for the game and committing 17 turnovers.
"It starts with offensive rebounds. If
MI See RACERS,2B

UK 8, MSU 5

Bat Cats outlast
'Breds on diamond
PAYTON CONTINUES
HOT HITTING FOR MSU
By MSU Media Relations
scored, while
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The Seth Hudson
Murray State Thoroughbreds was 2-for-3
rebounded from their loss at and
Jamie
Louisville on Tuesday by bat- Leidolf went
tling No. 25 Kentucky toe-to- 2-for-5.
toe, but they fell to the homesKentucky
tanding Wildcats 8-5 in the late was led by
innings.
Sawyer
Payton
The •Breds(0-2) allowed two Carroll, who
runs in the first inning, but took went 3-for-4 with two doubles,
a 4-2 lead in the fifth inning on a two runs and two RBIs. Matt
grand slam by senior catcher McKinney went 3-for-5 with
Jason Payton, his second home two RBIs, while Billy Grace
run in as many days. Kentucky was 2-for-3. Sean Coughlin had
(4-0)responded with two runs in a double for the Wildcats.
the bottom of the inning to tie
On the mound,freshman leftthe game at 4-4.
hander Matt McGaha(0-1) took
The Wildcats went ahead in the loss, allowing one run on the
the eighth on a leadoff home run leadoff home run while striking
by Jason Kipnis, then scored out two and walking two in 2three unearned runs. Murray 1/3 innings. McGaha struck out
State lated a run in the ninth two of the first three batters he
faced in ihe dash inning.
For Kentucky, Aaron Lovett
"I thought we were muchimproved, just in the way we (1-0)got the win in relief, allowcarried ourselves," said MSU ing one run on three hits while
head coach Rob McDonald. "I striking out five and walking
felt like, at Louisville, it looked two in 3-2/3 innings.
like we were just happy to be out
Murray State stays in the
there playing against somebody. Southeastern Conference, trav(Wednesday), I felt like we eling to Starkville, Miss., this
played to win, and our guys weekend for a three-day, threecompeted real well."
game series at Mississippi State.
Payton went 3-for-4 with a The first game of that series is
double, a home run and four on Friday at 4 p.m., followed by
runs batted in. Pittman went 2- a Saturday 2 p.m. game and a
for-4 with a double and two runs Sunchy 1:30 p.m. game.
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AP
Louisville's Derrick Caracter shoots over a pair of St. John's defenders during the first half Wednesday in Louisville, Ky.

Caracter Counts
CARDS WEATHER RED STORM, DOMINATE BALLGAME
• LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Derrick
Caracter's college career has spanned all of
a dozen games. Still, the freshman
Louisville forward knows enough to know
*hat happens in late February as the calenlar marches forward.
"You see a lot of teams getting upset this
time of year, we don't want to be one of
them," Caracter said.
The 20th-ranked Cardinals made sure
they weren't during a dominant 72-48 win
over St. John's on Wednesday night. Playing
with the land of focus coach Rick Pitino was
hoping for after a pair of road upsets last
'week that vaulted Louisville back into the
jkip 25 for the first time in over a year, the
Ardinals (20-8, 10-4 Big East) moved a
)10 closer to a top four berth in next
Aionth's Big East Tournament, and the coy*fed day off that comes with it.
::• "We are playing with a chip on our shoul*r," said Caracter, who scored 12 points.
:'.'We need to play hard and work hard and
stay focused. The chemistry is positive.
;We're
focused on going to the NCAA and
,

not the NIT."
That focus became crystalized during a
22-5 run to end the first half, as Louisville
held the Red Storm (15-13, 6-9) without a
field goal and ran the fast break with the
kind of efficiency Pitino has been preaching
since the season began.
"We're just feeding off each other."
guard Edgar Sosa said. "We're all getting
involved."
Terrence Williams led the Cardinals with
16 points and II players scored for
Louisville as- the Cardinals won their fourth
straight and tightened their hold on thirdplace in the Big East.
"My optimism has never been guarded
with this team," Pitino said. "I've used the
word bullish all season long."
It's that bullishness that calmed any fears
Pitino had about his players letting up after
knocking off Pittsburgh and Marquette on
the road last week.
"We've been playing great defense, it's
helped us get on this roll," Pitino said. "All
I heard this weekend was, 'Let down, let

down.' I think when you say 'let down,' you
can't say that in the Big East. Those words
shouldn't come into play."
Anthony Mason Jr. led the Red Storm
with 19 points and Lamont Hamilton added
12 points and nine rebounds, but St. John's
couldn't overcome 26 percent shooting and
16 turnovers.
The game marked the fifth time this season the Red Storm has failed to score at least
50 points.
"They can wear you out. and 1 think they
wore us down," St. John's coach Norm
Roberts said. "We took ill-advised shots,
and we stopped guarding. Even when we did
guard, they did a great job of rebounding the
ball."
Despite playing without forward Juan
Palacios — who sat out with back spasms —
and having a size disadvantage at nearly
every position, the Cardinals were hardly
intimidated by the Red Storm.
Louisville held its own on the glass and
dominated play in the lane. The Cardinals
outscored the Red Storm in the paint 40-12.

Fuente named running
backs coach for TCU
FOMER MSU GREAT LEAVES ILLINOIS
STATE WHERE HE WAS QB COACH
Staff Report
Former Murray State quarterback Justin Fuente was recently
hired as running backs coach at
Texas Christian University.
Fuente, who played two seasons in a Racer
uniform
( 1 998 - 99),
leaves
the
coaching staff
former
of
head
MSU
coach Denver
Fuente Johnson at
Illinois State
after spending the last six seasons as the Redbirds' quarterbacks coach. He also served as
1SU's offensive coordinator for
the past three seasons.
As
a
transfer
from
Oklahoma, Fuente set II school
records as the Racers' signal
caller under Johnson. including

total offense and passing yards
in a game and a season. He won
the Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Year award during
his senior year of 1999, as
Murray State compiled a 14-8
record during his two-year
career.
Fuente moved with Johnson
to Illinois State, where helped
the Redbirds' offense rank in the
top 10 nationally in Division IAA in 2005 and 2006. ISU was
eighth in the country in offense
in 2006, averaging 397.5 yards
per game, for a squad that finished 9-4 and advanced to the
second round of the I-AA playoffs.
Fuente fills a void on the
TCU staff left by veteran coach
Dick Winder, who recently
announced his retirement after
five seasons with the Horned
Frogs and 41 years overall as a
coach.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

Buckeyes hang on again; No. 3 Florida rebounds from loss
By The Associated Press
Ohio State is tired of heanng
about its inability to put opponents away.
The second-ranked Buckeyes
sweated out another victory over
Penn State on Wednesday night,
with star freshman Greg Oden
limited in the offense.
"It's a pretty good issue,"
coach Thad Matta said sarcasti-

cally, before spitting out an
expletive, about Oden taking
nine shots. "We're 25-3. We're
doing a couple of things well
That may be true, but Penn
State seems to bring out the
worst in Ohio State. A week
after hanging on and beating the
Nittany Lions 64-62, Jamar
Butler scored 18 points. and

Oden had 17 points and 14
rebounds to help the Buckeyes
win 68-60.
The win set the stage for a
No. 1 vs. No. 2 showdown
top-ranked
Sunday
when
Wisconsin, still smarting from
Tuesday night's 64-55 loss at
Michigan State, comes to town.
The winner is assured at least a
share of the Big Ten title.

"Tomorrow, we have the day
off and the coaches are going to
work really hard to get us prepared." Oden said. "Come
Friday. we are going to work as
hard as we can. We don't look
back. We just take this game as a
new one."
That's exactly what No. 3
Florida did against South
Carolina. rebounding from its

first loss in more than two
months with a 63-49 victory
against the Gamecocks.
Al Horford scored 20 points,
Chris Richard added a seasonhigh 14 as the Gators, whose 17game winning streak was
snapped Saturday at Vanderbilt,
clinched the Southeastern
Conference
regular-season
championship — their second

outright league title and first
since 1989.
"It's great. but we're greedy,"
forward Joakim Noah said. "We
want more. That's a great feeling and it's something we can't
take lightly. It's about like we're
supposed to do that. But we
can't forget that it's special.
We've won everything we can
right now, but we want more."
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SPRING TRAINING

Mystery Manny late

again

11161hturew
Sponsored By:

The Insurance
Center of Murray

RED SOX CONTINUE SPRING TRAINING WITHOUT OUTFIELD SLUGGER
By The Associated Press
Manny Ramirez will amse
late to Red Sox camp - again.
Now the question is, why
Is he tending to his ailing
!mother or going to a car Show
l'he
enigmatic
slugger
rc el f• cd permission 1rom the
learn to report late to spring
training for tatmly reasons hut Inc was slated to attend an
iii atictil in in New Jersey on
‘saruid.ty. according to the proii ter ol the event.
It wasn't immediately clear it
ti
tub was aware ot Ramirez's
heduled appearance at the
\tlantic City Classic Cars
\ uLtion Boston's first lullquail workout is 'Ihursday
rider the collecuse bargaining
azieement. the deadline for
Ltcr to report to camp is next
I iiesday
Boston general manager
!het, Lpstem said Wednesday
lhat Rainire/ has an excused
AP
abserit.e and nil] report on In the absecnce of Manny Ramirez, Boston Red Sox pitchers, from left, David Pauley, Kyle
h I tor the second straight Snyder, Daisuke Matsuzaka, Hideki Okajima and Devem Hansack continue to take part in a
cii hi Monday pitcher Julian conditioning run at spring training in Fort Myers, Fla. on Wednesday. Ramirez has to report
by
1 as arez. Ranureis close friend. next Tuesday.
..nd the slugger's mother recently had surgery and Wafture/ W as Ratline/ s plans 11,i appear al the ing the auction, told The a note: Owned by Manny
shins sot f.tc eil In .1 report
s.
Associated Press that Ramirez Ramirez.
het in Honda.
posted
,in Hie Boston (
s was still expected at the event.
Epstein said he spoke
-He's got a lamily situation."All we know, he's coming at Tuesday with Ramirez's agent,
1:pstem said in Fort Myers. Fla 'eh site It said Rainiteis
"I think the important thing [Ili ithet s ci tiutittit it iuuit.lri pie• noon on Saturday, nothing else," Greg Genske. The GM also said
and she said.
manager Terry Francona had
from our pCrspi:L'IlVe at this sent Inin Intim attending
Ramirez is a collector of clas- talked
with Genske and
tionn is when he does show up it V. a•ti I kniiun is lien the
on March 1 that he's ready to gi. appeal- ant. e ssas Indian!. sLhed- sic cars. His 1967 four-door Ramirez. But Epstein made no
Lincoln Continental Sedan con- mention of the car show.
accountable tvi his teammates_ tiled
Louise ( uniting haw_ it, hi. vertible is listed in Saturday's
Neither Epstein nor Genske
accountable to the organiza
works tor C. Potter King. the auction as number I747A. In returned e-mails seeking comnon "
Item liii.N I „ir dealer promot- parentheses on the auction list is ment.
But
Wei
Wednesday.
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ii‘,e early in the second half.
The Salukis stormed back to
win 58-50 and claim the league
tiile outright. In the process,
they learned a valuable lesson.
-In order to be a champion,
you hive to come out matt play
every minute of every game,"
said Jamaal Tatum, who tied for

die team lead with 15 points.
"You have to be ready to play

We're ReaOpeningl
February 23, 2007
3:00 p.m.

and execute the game plan. To
be a champion, you can't let
down.Tony Young scored 13 of his
15 points in the second half for
the Salukis (24-5, 14-3), who
won their 10th straight.
A kiss to the Sycamores t 121(). 5-121 would likely have cost
the Salukis their Top 10 RPI slot
and significantly' lowered their
NCAA
tournament
seed_
Instead, Southern Illinois celebrated.
"I think just to win the conference, period, is a good thing."
Young said. "We finished second last year. Just to come back
and redeem ourselves from last
year, it felt good to win it outright."
Young made four of five
shots in the second half, including two of three 3-pointers. He
said forward Randal Falker. who
scored just four points but had
10 rebounds and four blocks, set
good screens in the second half
to free him.
"I was just playing hard."
Young said. "I just happened to
be open and I made some shots."
Southern Illinois coach Chris
Lowery said there was more to it
than that.
"He just knew what he needed to do," Lowery said "He
took good shots, he took shots
that he can make."
Manco Stinson led Indiana
State (12-16. 5-121 with 17
points, hut it wasn't enough to
prevent the Sycamores' filth
straight loss.

"Your more than one company agency
901 Sycamore

753-8355

KENTUCKY PREP SCOREBOARD
Wednesday s scores
By The Associated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
Boys Basketball
Bellevue 56 Beechiwood 55
Ky School for the Deaf 69 David

School 54
Lou Collegiate 56 Bulliti Central 53
Lou Male 55 New Albany Ind 54
Mason Co 61 Bishop Brossart 49
North Bullet 62 Carroll Co 61
Phelps 60 East Ridge 44,
Prestonsburg 66 Magoffit4Co 63
Walton-Verona 80 Ludlow 45
Wolliamstown 58 Bracken Co 50

Girls Basketball
Bardstown 53. North Oldham 40
Carroll Co 39, Grant Co 35
Lea Lafayette 49. Woodford Co 40
Lloyd Mernonal 59, Coy Holy Cross 44
Lou Assumption 45 Lou Presentation
21
Lou Atherton 71 Lou Collegiate 33
Lou Iroquois 71 Lou Ballard 56
Ludlow 57, Dayton 40
Pans 42 Lea Bryan Station 26
Simon Kenton 56, soon 43
South Floyd 54, June Buchanan 45
Spencer Co 78. Westem Hills 49
St Patrick 49 Nicholas Co 45

•Racers
From Page 1B
we hold them to 10, we probably win the game," said Racer
head coach Billy Kennedy,
referring to his team's first
matchup with the -Golden
Eagles. "They can really go to
the glass. They're reallyathletic
and have good physicalness at
the 3,4 and 5(spots). They have
an advantage that most teams
don't."
If the Racers (14-13, 11-7
OVC) are to be successful
against Tech (18-11, 13-6), they
must also find a way to slow
down a high-powered Golden
Eagle offense that ranks first in
the league in points per game at
76.2.
111U's offensive attack features three of the OVC's top
eight scorers in guards Belton
Rivers (18.2 ppg.) and Anthony
Fisher (17.3) and forward
Amadi
McKenzie (14.1).
McKenzie, a 6-foot-7 junior,
also ranks first in the conference
in field goal percentage and second in rebounding (8.0 rpg.).
As a team, the Golden Eagles
are second in rebounding margin at +4.4, while Racers are
sixth at -0.3.
"We'll have to do a good job
controlling the tempo by running when we need to and then
backing out and being more disciplined offensively," Kennedy
said. "They've outscored most
teams they've played that have
Just ran up and down the court
with them. I don't know if we
have enough offensive firepower to do that. I don't think we
do.
"1 think we can make them

rebounds against the Lady
Racers in the teams' first meeting this season. The Golden
Eaglettes' rebounding numbers
offset some bad shooting (38.6
percent) and a boatload of
turnovers (20).
"They outhustled us to every
ball," said Lady Racer head
coach Joi Felton. "We got outrebounded by a team that was
not doing very well in that category. ... Defensively, we didn't
play very well. We played real
soft and very passive."
With a win tonight, the Lady
Racers
will
have
only
Saturday's regular-season finale
at Tennessee-Martin standing in
the way of their first conference
crown.
Felton insists her fourth
MSU squad is poised and confident for the challenge that is
before it, as well as the negative
history it's trying to overcome.
"The goal is still out there.
... We're so close," she noted.
"We can't turn back now. I feel
like if we get this win (over
Tech), it's going to be real exciting for us on Saturday. ...
People expect us to do well, but
we've got higher expectations
than that on ourselves. We've
been working for this for the
last few years, so hopefully it
will come to fruition."
TOUT'S LIMP SPONSORED IT:

Lindy Slit.,
tontzty Seem Apr
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TV, radio
TODAY
CYCLING
10 p.m.

miss (shots), which we've been
able to do against most teams.
But even against Rider, we gave
up 14 offensive rebounds.
That's not going to get it done

VERSUS — Tour of California, stage 4.
Seaside to San Luis Obispo, Calif.
(same-day tape)
GOLF

against Tennessee Tech." he
added.
On the women's side, the
Lady Racers (18-7. 14-4) figure
to have their hands full against a
Tennessee Tech ballclub that
presents
many
challenges
despite an uncharacteristic season.
The Golden Eaglettes (1216. 11-8) — who own a record
16 OVC championships — have
struggled under first-year head
coach Amy Brown, but remain a
threat because of their history of
success and their current situation. Tech needs a win to have a
shot at a first-round home tournament game.
Like it's men's team, ITU
also grabbed 20 offensive

TGC — PGA Tour/WGC, Accenture
Match Play Championship, second
round matches. at Tucson. Ariz.
5:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA, Fields Open. first
round, at Kapolei. Hawaii
10:30 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour, Mayakoba Classic,
first round, at Playa del Carmen.
MIIMICO (same-day lapel
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Rice at Memphis
6 p.m.
ESPN — Duke at Clemson
2 a.m.
FSN — Washington St, at Oregon
(delayed tape)
NBA BASKETBALL
6:15 p.m.
TNT — Chicago at Cleveland
8:30 p.m.
TNT — Miami at Dallas
PREP BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — St Patnck (NJ )at
Huntington. W Va

1 p.m.

Murray State
Basketball
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22
Lady Racers vs. Tennessee Tech • 5:15 p.m.

Located in Murray-Calloway County Parks
810 Arcadia Drive, Murray, KY
Hours of Operation*
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sunday 12:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday 3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Racers vs. Tennessee Tech • 7:30 p.m.

Horton

Hours sullied to change zvith Season and/or Demand
*Weather Permitting

•

t,

Spoon

Let's send the seniors off in s lel
Ticket Office 270-809-4895 • www.goracers.com
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Farce is with YouTube
hit icon 'Chad Vader'
MADISON, Wis. (AP) —
:Chad Vader gets no respect,
but he sure gets plenty of laughs.
Poor Chad, the younger
'brother of the evil Jedi knight
• slayer Darth Vader, is stuck
. managing a grocery store in a
series of short films that have
become an international hit
thanks to video-sharing sites
• YouTube and MySpace. The
six wacky episodes created by
, Aaron Yonda and Matt Sloan
-have been viewed more than
-9.5 million times on those sites
alone.
The popularity of Chad's
misadventures has allowed
Yonda and Sloan, both aspir• ing filmmakers, to quit their jobs
and negotiate a contract with
-a major media company they
won't yet name. It has also
led to talk that Chad Vader
may be the best comedy started in Madison since The Onion,
the satirical newspaper founded here in the late 1980s.
"This is one of the biggest
things to come out of Madison in a while," said Jesse
Russell, who runs a Web site
that follows Madison arts and
culture. "It's a very Madisonian form of parody and comedy. The Onion was a perfect
example. Chad Vader is kind
of intelligent in some ways,
but you also have to have a
sense of pop culture to get it."
Chad Vader is not strictly
a "Star Wars" parody. The filmmakers say they wanted to
build a universe of their own
and avoid such cliches as,
"Luke, I am your father."
Instead, the episodes, which
run about five minutes each,
feature Darth's little brother
being demoted, facing derision
from colleagues and struggling
to win over a crush — even
though he wields a light saber
and can move objects with his
mind.
"He doesn't command the
respect that Darth Vader does.
He has the powers, he could
be great but he's missing some-

AP
Chad Vader as played by Aaron Yonda, left, Madison Wis.,
Mayor Dave Cieslewicz, center, and Matt Sloan prepare for a
photo session in Madison after taping an upcoming episode of
"Chad Vader in the mayor's office. Yonda plays the part of
Chad, younger brother of the "Star Wars" villain, in a parody
of the film.
thing,- says Yonda, who transforms from a 34-year-old metal
shop worker into Chad when
he slips into his Supreme Edition Darth Vader costume.
"Some key personality flaw is
preventing him from getting
past that level that he needs
to get to become Supreme Commander of the Imperial Army."
Sloan, who does the character's voice with an uncanny
resemblance to James Earl
Jones' Darth, said the goal was
to humanize Vader by "making him that guy who doesn't
know how to handle his authority and goes way over the top
... but at the same time making him really likable."
Chad Vader has conquered
the Internet very quickly. Yonda
and Sloan previewed their first
episode to a small group at a
Madison coffee shop last year
and were nervous when they
got few laughs: They made
changes and submitted it to a
monthly film contest in Los
Angeles and won.
YouTube started featuring the
episodes and fans quickly began

e-mailing them to friends.
ABC's "Good Morning America" debuted their fourth episode
and VHI will feature Vader
among its top 40 Internet superstars in April. Fan mail has
poured in from around the
world, including Tokyo, where
Chad Vader was featured in a
film festival.
BENTON, Ky.
Marshall
The films have become a County Arts Commission. Inc.
source of civic pride in Madi- will present Some Enchanted
son. Most of them have been Evening at 7:30 p.m.. April 3.
filmed at the Willy Street Co- at the Kenneth Shadowen Perop, a popular local grocery forming Arts Center on the
store. Mayor Dave Cieslewicz campus of Marshall County.
appears in the sixth episode, High School.
released last week.
The legendary moments ot
"You've failed me for the the worlds best-loved musilast time!" Cieslewicz says as cals are now showcased in the
he fires Chad, who briefly works sparkling song and dance musias his assistant after leaving cal tribute. Some Enchanted
the grocery store in that episode. Evening. The show features
Yonda and Sloan, who have five versatile musical theatre
done improv and short films perfortners in a glitzy parade
together since 2000, chalk up of genuine hits, first placing
their success to tr 'ffibritere ef 'the -ent&tainers "backstege
talent, hard work and timing. where the songs are sung as
They came on the scene just personal interplay and then
as YouTube was getting big, "onstage" as pure Broadway
and they arrived with a base entertainment.
of '''Star Wars" followers.

Paducah Symphony presents'Carmina
burana' and competition winners
PADUCAH, Ky. — The mystical "Wheel of Fortune"; granddaughter of the late
Paducah Symphony Orchestra exalting some, at the same time Martha Ann Barksdale of Padwill present the third of its crushing others.
ucah. The piano division winfour concert Ella Maye Read
Also highlighting the pro- ner is fifteen year old Daniel
Classical Series on Saturday, gram are the winners of the Hedgepeth from Collierville,
March 3, at 7:30 p.m. The 2007 Young Artist Competi- TN. Daniel was the first place
program will feature the Pad- tion; a joint competition held winner at the 2006 Tennessee
ucah Symphony Chorus and with partners Murray State Uni- Music Teachers Association
soloists, Barbi McCulloch. versity Department of Music, auditions for the eighth grade
soprano, Dr. Randall Black, WKMS FM 91.3 and the Pad- division and placed second in
tenor and Mark Whatley, bari- ucah Symphony Orchestra. the 2006 Beethoven Club's
tone presenting Carl Orff's leg- The instrumental winner this Young Artist competition, the
endary choral work "Carmina year is fourteen year old vio- 2006 Young Artist Competiburana". Composed between linist Alena Merimee from tion at the University of Ten1935 and 1936, the 24 texts Strongsville. OH. Alena is a nessee. Martin and the 2006
are excerpted from the Burana two-time National Finalist in the Young Artist Competition at
codex. a collection of over Music Teachers National Asso- the University of Central
1000 songs and poems writ- ciation competition, the 2007 Arkansas. Daniel is a student
ten and copied by student monks American String Teachers Asso- of Alice Jackson of Humboldt,
in monasteries in France and ciation competition winner, the TN.
Germany during the 13th cen- winner of the Lakeland SymTickets for this concert may
tury. The texts are in Latin -pbony Young Artists Competi- be obtained by calling the Padand German. The title Carmi- tion, and the recipient of the ucah Symphony box office at
na burana literally translates to New Horizon's Fellowship to 270.444.0065 or 800.738.3727
"Songs of Beuem". The most the prestigious Aspen Summer Monday through Friday 9 - 5
:famous piece from this work Music Festival for the past and the day of the performthe first movement entitled three summers. Alena studies ance from 10-2. Prices are
:•"0 fortune". Used frequently with Paul Kantor and David $35, 29 & 20 for adults and
in radio and television com- Updegraff at the Cleveland $25, 21 & 15 for students.
mercials, the title refers to the Institute of Music, and is the

'Auditions for 'Arsenic
and Old Lace' to be held
Auditions for Purchase Players' presentation of"Arsenic and
Old Lace" will be held on Feb.
26 and 27 from 6 to 9 p.m.
at the Community Performing
Arts Center located at 302 West
Water Street in Mayfield.
To audition for the producIrAn "

tion, actors must be at least
15 years of age. Auditions will
consist of cold readings from
the script.
Performances of "Arsenic
and Old Lace" are slated for
April 20-22 and 27-29.
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POCAHONTAS: Students at Murray Elementary attended the Murray State University Theatre
and Dance presentation of "Pocahontas." The play was directed by Mark Borum. Students
experienced the elements of performance and the technical elements including set design.
costume design, sound/music, and props. The cast included Sarajane Behl as Pocahontas.
A.J. Casey as Chief Powhatan, Shelly Martinez as Woussicket. Matthew Collins as John
Smith, Clayton Tune as Stuart and Gina Pfannerstill as Medicine Woman.

'Some Enchanted Evening' casts
Rodgers and Hammerstein spell
More than any other composer and lyricist, the songs
of Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hatnmerstein II have become
an integral pan of our everyday lives. With Broadway
blockbusters like Oklahomal.
South Pacific. The Sound of
Music. Carousel. Cinderella.
Flower Drum Song and The
King and 1 to their credit,
singers front Tony Bennett to
Bernadette Peters and Harry
Connick Jr. to Bart Simpson
have culled front the giant
archive of the Rodgers and
Hammerstein songbook.
C011ectively the Rodgtt4 and
Hammerstein musicals earned
35 Tony Awards, 15 Academy
Awards. two Pulitzer Prizes,two
Grammy Awards and two

Enirny ..V% anis. III
the
duo was cited by Time Magazine and CBS News as among
the 20 most influential artists
of the 20th century. In 1499
the pair were Jointly commemorated on a U.S. postage stamp.
Some Enchanted Evening is
produced by Springer Theatricals. the national touring aim
of the celebrated Springer Opera
House. Springer Opera House.
a 135 year-old National • Historic Landmark theatre in
Columbus. Ga.. is the State Theatre of Georgia and produces
a year-round acbcdo3e504014Ys•
musicals and a top rafted
Academy of Theatre Arts. This
2007 production marks Springer
.Theatricals' seventeenth year
on tour.

Best Lunch Buffet Evert
New at Pagliars

Sunday Lunch Will Now Include:
• 4 Meats
• A Variety of Vegetables
.serred ii a.m. - 2 p.m. onlv
Plus
• Pizza Buffet
• Pasta Buffet
• Salad Buffet
• Desserts
'4,110
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Full service AVEDA salon has
opening for experienced stylist.
Booth rental. Sales commission
paid. Send resume to 715 S. 12th
or Call 753-1 181
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Termite & Pest Control
Seeking a person tor the Termite
.lechnician and Secretary. Experience
in pest control industry a plus hut not
required. Applicant needs to he energetic, outgoing, and at least IX years of
age. There are competitix e wages. benefits. and insurance.
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applik atIOnS

CUSTOM
Cabine
shop is seeking qualified
individuals
Applicants must be
honest
dependable
and able to lift heavy
obiects Woodworking
knowledge preferred
but will train 270-759
'
71672
DAYS Inn Now hinng
housekeepers Apply in
person 8 00 a m 3 00
pm
517 S
17th
Street

torlowing pusi
F ull /Imo LPN

offpr competitive
wages and an excellent
benefit package Must
Lie licensed in Me State
..1 Kentucky Apply ir
person at Brathayen of
Benton 2607 Mair
Street 0wy 641 S
Banton'
KY 42025
FOE AM. NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
We

i
r 5144
4
4,

• a02 1C4 I 1
All KRA', 10

Nu Wwikki

''

i

K YA0241286
MURRAY. 101

060

'1,nr1K

A

12J2 1720(r
I 2J21/2007

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton rs amenity
accepting applications
for the following pow
bon Part-lime RN
We offer corripetifive
wages and an excel
lent benefit package
Must be licensed in trip
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Brathaven of Benton
2807 Main Street HviN
641 S Benton, KY
42025 E0E/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PtEASE

DIGITAL
Printer
Operator needed for
2nd shift with a growing
small business
30
hours per week to start
with expected increase
to 40 hours per week
This is a full-time postlion with benefits 4P1.4
10PM Monday through
Friday
with
some
weekends Computer
experience required
Send resume and letter
of
application
to
Automated Direct Mail
1410 North 121h St
Suite G Murray. KY
42071
DO you love grafting
with Idde7
Wee Care Enterprises
may be tust the place
for you'
Apply at
Martial Arts AfillefICS
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray. KY 42071
1270175343111

EMPLOYMENT
Specialist
needed for individuals
with disabilities in
Marshall County and
surrounding counties
Responsibilities
include case management. marketing. and
fob training Bachelor
Degree and/or experience preferred Please
submit resume to
Easter Seals West
Kentucky Employment
Connections 801 North
2961 Street Paducah.
KY 42001
Fax (270)444-0655
Foster Parents
Needed S.35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support. 24
hour crisis intervention.
and weekly in home
support Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-8903-1293
JANITORIAL/HOUSE
position
KEEPING
avertable Ft, brne with
benefits Gall
270-444-6472
LOCALLY owned service stetson looking toe.
sett mottvated. *mu
gebc and mimes onSoled individual to PM a
PIT position Apply in
person at 516 S 121h,
Murray
No phone
calls please

MCGEE Pest Control
IS looking for neat.
clean cut, hard working, healthy self-mon
vated individuals
Experience not
required Good salary
plus commissions
Excellent benefits
Apply
1302 N 12th
St 9 00a m -3 00 p m
M-F No phone calls
NEW Pathways for
Children
Expanding residential
treatment facility is
accepting applications
for full-time, part-time
and pan-time temporary employees We
are looking for Youth
Care Workers with
bachelor's degree or
associates degree in
the human service
field
Successful applicants
must be willing to work
days. evenings, and
weekend shifts and
have skills conducive
to working with the
troubled teenage population Applicants
must pass a drug test,
criminal background,
child abuse and sex
offender check New
Pathways is an Equal
Opportunity Employer
with excellent wages
and benefits
Interested applicants
should submit a
resume along with 3
professional references and a handwriting sample on your
experience working
with teenagers to
Linda Turner.
Administrative
Assistant. New
Pathways tor Children
PO Box 10, Melber.
KY 42069 or apply in
person between
9 00am and 4 30pm at
3233 Shaw Rd .
Melber Check out our
website at
www npfc net to learn
more about New
Pathways and to
download an application
Part-time will train
Murray Sewing Center
Be/-air Shopping
Genie( 759-8400
RANDY Thornton Co .
Inc established in 1937
seeking Service
Technicians
Minimum 3 years
experience in commercial 8 residential
HVAC Tools required
Excellent salary, benefits and retirement
package Send
resume to 802
Chestnut
St. Murray, KY 42071
REWARDING Career
Opportunity
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self -motivated. hardworking team player
Excellent fringe benefits Complete training
provided Bring
resume to Fleming
Furniture 3060 Hwy
641N . Murray. KY
42071
SALES AND
MARKETING
DIRECTOR
Marketing degree preferred must be knova
edgeable in golf.
Microsoft Word.
Powerpoint Excel and
internet Salary negotiable based on techni
cal education and pob
experience Fax
resume to (731)6441366 or call (731)7070539 for pob intennew
Need to place an ad'
Carr us we Will he
glad to help
1,1,1135

Ledger & T

270-753-191,

Sales Manager
Field TrainerTrainee
for our W.
Kentucky Region
Must be a leader
Who can
communicate well
with others
Excellent
compensation plan
For confidential
interview, call
Mason at

1-618-789-1805
SKYLINE
Communications is
now accepting applies
lions for cabling technicians Must be 21
years old, have valid
driver's license & willing to travel No experience necessary
Benefits available
270-227-0396. 270293-6390. if no answer
leave message

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system
America's Top 60 channels
for
only
$19 99/mo Gel your
choice
of
HBO
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showlime FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
HD upgrade Beasley
Antenna P. Satellite
759-0901
HO Televisions
Come
by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions
Plasma. LCD, DLP. &
CRTs
Brands
by
Toshiba
Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers &
TV
carts
Beasley TV 759-0901

Calloway County
•ictonal History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

Childcere
CLEANING houses is
my
business
Cal
Linda H 759-9553

FLOWER shop Inventory
&
fixtures
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler Serious
inquiries call
270-293-9294

Ea_

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service,' repairs
759.3556

Warta Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
or
Bomber
BOAT
Dynatrack Will pay full
price 227-1718
CASH paid for
good used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12M,
Murray
G000 used refngera
tors, electric ranges.
gas heaters, air condi
twirlers.
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
JUNK cars 8 trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WASTE oil wanted
Will pick up
Drum exchange
Miller D Farms LLC
(270)436-2215

ArIkfts
For Sal.
15" saddle
old. $375
9827

JET 3 Ultra power
chair. Almost new! We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
reasonable prices
$400 to $2,000.
12701753-7113
MINOLTA 01 200 digital copier with document feeder, lust over
100k copies, 3 years
old. $750 00
753-9240

Premier
walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 OBO
l'aid S6,700
.110-21,15
[
111111Appiancss
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINs
On thr

AMERICAN Drew oak
queen bed by/Sealy
mattress, dresser/me
ror armoire, night'
stand- $775,set pine
Queen sleigh bed
w Jamison mattress
dresser/mirror
$375/set. Kenmore
electnc stove- $50
RCA 26" console TV
/40 489-2346

ANTIQUE bed for sale
$650 270-227-9827

92 Cougar. V-8, tacit
sun-roof, new trans
mission. A/C, tires.
loaded $2,575 080
Washer 753-4109

42- Pony with cart
2006 Case IH D-40
2006 Bush Hog Loader
2006 Bush Hog 72'
cutter 2006 Bust) Hog
72 tiller 270-753-5959

Miessner
ANTIQUE
with
upnght piano
bench Excellent condotion $300
270-354-9082

generator
80 KW
Waukesha
engine
LPG $6.450
270-293-6739

ENCLOSED trailer.
7x14, ramp door
53.750 753-1816

One and Iwo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Atcepting Application%

NomasFer

1dg

1971 2BR 12x50 with
attached carport and
screened in front
porch $2500080
753-9441

a
•
*
Propwcy Mor egaeowa, LLC
One and two bedroom apartments available
All appliances furnished. Water, sewer, trash,
and cable TV included in rent. Security
deposit required. One year lease. NO PETS'

270-767-9111
ss ww.murraykyapartments.com

L
Tula
Brit

*

La
* tura
* zle
&M
78

**,
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2006 MODEL CLOSEOUT", SWs & DWsII,
These home have go
to
gam
Prices
slashed'',
731-584-9109
2BR on 1/2 acre
fenced in lot 3-1/2
town
miles
from
$11,500. 753-6012
'96 Chendetur 16030
4BR 2BA. all appliances, C/H/A, factory
fireplace and stereo
Very clean $18.500
Will rent lot to the nght
person 227-3515
AWESOME 58R 3BA
with huge living room &
kitchen', Price reduced
to sell, Call now', 731584-9429
GOT LAND/ ZERO
DOWN ii Bring your
deed & pick out your
home today", Owner
financing,' 731-5849430

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
Ion qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7534221
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
UNFURNISHED 1-BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets. available January
3rd 753-5980

1E33
$110 per month Newe
homes only. 492-8488

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message 270753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200Mo
753-4109
1BR IBA 1-12 blocks
frorn MSU $195 plus
pets
deposit
No
References required
759-0632 after 5
IBA apartment All
appliances furnished
including washer and
dryer Available now
$295 plus deposit Pets
allowed with additional
deposit 759-8780
1BR apt Partial utilities, $215 plus deposit
753-2934
1BR near MSU other
locations available.
appliances Colon-4
RE 753-9898
2BR apartments available Great location 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit. no pets
753-2905
2BR duplex. nice
CM/A, appliances tur
rushed Venous loca
tions Coleman RE
753-9898
28R near MSU. CM/A.
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898

1995 16x80 38R 29A
Must
be
moved
116.000 753-5996

LIKE new, 1BR apt, all
appliances, Brooklyn
Dr 270-435-4382 or
leave message

2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready. Akno area.
(1)60x28 ft. doublewide.(1) 76x16 sinGail
(270) 293-5914

RED OAKS APTS.
SP•trIel
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
213R $375
Call Today,
7534818.

-

a
a

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m..1 1
I p.m. to 4 p.m.

Hems Furgialilngs

months
270-227-

CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV 8 Dish
Network Satellite TV
Local people, cornpeeve prices Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

(270)753-1713
WASHER and dryer
5175 227-9421

1111

VISA

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

ion Murray

SO

prom
diNDERELLA
dresses 1 We 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614

sr

Elect
dryer
room
wirer
met
equip
er Steve
goose
vac cial Ii
mows
porch
1986
lamp
truck

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

ArSciss
For Sale

from the Fami4 of Joe Geurin

F\

sI

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 733-1927

I

At

4,4A041011111110
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

2BR house. lease &
deposit required. 270753-4109
2BR lake front properly
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046.
436-5258
2BR, stove refngerator.
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up,
CM/A $550 month, 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit No pets
753-2259 or 527-8174
3BR foreclosure. Buy
for only $19,765 For
listings 800-560-1951
ext S021
3BR, 1BA
Rent or Rent To Own
S600/Mo
Appliances Included,
Close to campus
761-HOME

Sal

From IF
Exit 41
Rion1 F

Proceed
Miles

Moab
20

_Lame
TRAC
Loads'
181 hi'
744 H
1900 F
B21, k
Kubota
L2900
MFWC

JO 31:.'
Cab w.
140 •
5680
MFWE
Skid S
BINEBath(
JD 92
Comb
CONS
Stith C
Off Se
Wranc
Over 1
100PIE
CONS
MFWD
Hrs w/
Chem
Dump'
• NH E
HP Inb
Fo
How
Or
Con

501 South 6th St.
Three bedroom, living,
dining, kitchen with
dishwasher, stove,
refrigerator. *Ai
hookups, bonus room,
screened porch, picket
fence 761-1317

AAE Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located ai 720 S

No
Sx1
(27,

Si

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 Of 753-7536
The Place to
Start . Murray
Ledger & Times
270 753-1916

We.

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger 8. limes

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, February 24,2007• 10 a.m.

•

At 2754 St. Rt. 94 East across from Hope Harbor Church
Electric stove - 2 refrigerators 1 small - automatic washer &
dryer - microwave - antique metal bed - Ashley twin maple bedroom suite - queen bedroom suite - bookshelf - color t. v.
w/remote - 2 quilt racks - 6 gun cabinets - 1 horizontal gun cabinet - 2 small sailboats - compound bow with case - fishing
equipment - 2 1/2 h.p. boat motor - 5 h.p. boat motor - fish cooker - 22 rifle model 53-B C.V.I. muzzle loader with 2 barrels Stevens 410 single shot - 3 camping tents complete - duck &
goose decoys - swimming pool - Craftsman chipper vac - shop
vac - yard cart - small 2 wheel trailer - Bearcat 20 h.p. commercial leaf vacuum - electric start weed eater - 16 h.p. Allis riding
mower - outdoor child's wooden play set - lot of children's toys porch swing - hand & yard tools - 89 GMC conversion van 1986 Dodge pickup - 1986 Chevy box van - 2 bicycles - table
lamps - baby equipment. Many items not listed. Bring your
trucks and trailers

DAN MILLER 435.4144, DARRELL BEANE 435-41211
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767.9223 AUCTIONEERS
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn.#1281 Firm 2333
"My Serriee Doesn't(os!, It Pays"

MO

11S

OUTSTANDING
ANTIQUE AUCTION

C' I

83
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*
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*

*

***

* * *** *

***

• SATURDAY, FEB. 24-10:00AM
PREVIEW: FRI. FEB. 23. 12-6 PM

6

cial
ants
2

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
PRIME retail-convner
cial space for lease in
Murray, KY
Either
3650 or 1825 sq ft Call
270-331-8782

DOG Obedience.
436-2858.
POODLE Puppies
Pocket size $500.00
Tiny Toy $350.00
Tiny Toy Rat Poo's
$150.00
Call (731)247-5106
or (731)363-2276
PURE Bred Blonde
Labs. 6 weeks old,
beautiful, 1 male, 4
females left $150.
759-8436

abodes
HORSE-QUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales. 731-514-3632
WANTED: Would like
to rent pasture for
livestock.
(270)293-5215

BENTON AUCTION HOUSE
•

IM
wwww.

[EelPrep For Rent

98 NORTH MAIN, BENTON KY 42025
A Quality Cataloged Sale of 500 Items!
No Minimums-No Reserves!

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
•
*
Large Selection of Nice Victorian & Country Furniture; 8 * is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Tune Cylinder Music Box; Oak Wall Telephone; 25+ Pcs. Am.
; Brilliant Cut Glass; Carnival; 100+ Pcs. EAPG & Collectible ; Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it ille; Glassware; Row Blue Pitcher & Bowl; Stoneware Includes ;
gal to advertise any
Blue & White, Cobalt Decorated & Advertising; 25 Oil
preference, limitation,
Lamps; 3 Hanging Victorian Lamps; Victorian Prints, Picor discrimination based
tures & Frames; 15 Antique Quilts; 2 ChM War Swords, Muz- * on race, color, religion,
* zle Loader & Cannon Balls; WWI Soldiers Papers, Pictures * sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
& Misc.: Antique Dolls; Child's Stepback Cupboard, Rocker,
any such preference,
Table & Sled; Advertising items; Singer Featherweight & ; limitation, or discrimiTable; Good Country Smalls & Much More!
nation. This newspaper
will
Absentee & Phone Bids Accepted. No Buyer's Premium.
not
knowingly
accept any advertising
Heated & Smoke-Free Facility With Lunch Available
for real estate which is
100 PICTURES eig LISTING ON WEBSITEt
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
ST. RT. 97 MAYFIELD, KY
available on an equal
opportunity basis."
RALPH AUSTIN, AUCTIONEER Lic. P2471

(
viD
1 i AUST IN AUCTION SERIi
V,t
270-705-4859

°int-

WWYN ALISTINAUCTIONSLRVICE com
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Sat-, Mar. 3rd -10:00 AM
Houston Smith Equipment
NIEA.84 IISENTON, KV
From the NW Side Of Benton Along The Purchase Parkway. At
Exil 41 Take The Hwy 641 Spur South 3,10 Mile To Meg 58. Turn
Right, Proceed SW 3 3 Mies To Hwy 1949, Turn Nght And
P,oceed West 910 Mole Tc HVIy 3526 Bear Lett, Proceed NW 33
Miles 3272 Tom Lane Boonton, KY

5056

Ildrig Mir A UMW Of Whig Farm Itladiury
Itakin*witSe napless 01 Price To The *est Me

-BR.
deal

20 ARLES SOUTH OF PADUCAH, KY
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Stubbiefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd
Now Renting
& toxio
(270)293-7116

GE

6
6
and
has

'536

1

'ash or Terms
761-11(1111:
1-1663I

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

ICI esctaOr/

Ifi_glstights
_jamesrcash.com For Pictures & Full Details!!
TRACTORS- NH TN65, MFWD,945 Hrs. w.Woods
Loader • Ford NH 4630, 1630 Hrs• Case IN JX9OU
181 Hrs • NH TC30 MFWD, 322 His • NH 77465.
744 His • Ford NH 4630. 1706 Hrs • Ford 7610,
1900 Hrs• Ford 7700. Cab • Ford NH 5610• Kubota
621, MFWD. 724 Hrs.w/Loader & Backhoe Attach •
Kubota L35. iv/Loader & Backhoe Attach • Kubota
12900, MFWD, 1122 His w/Loader • Kubota L4200.
MFWD • JD 1070. 579 Hrs• JD 1050. MEWD. 1653
Hrs.w/Loader & Backhoe Attach • JD 950,189 Hrs •
JO 3130, MFWD • JD 4440 Quad •JD 4240, PShift,
Cab w/Loader • IH 584 Utility • IN 574 Dsl Utility • IH
140 • IH 986. Cab • IH 1086 4 Post • Agco Allis
5680 • Case 530 Gas Utility • Hesston 180-90
MFWD • JD 250 Series II Skid Steer • NH LS 150
Skid Steer • Spray Ram 4x4 Sprayer. Cab COMBINE-HEADS-JD 6620 w/Rr Ast • 2-JO 643 Oil
Bath Cornheads • JD 643 Lo Profile Cornhead •
JD 925, 920, 220 Platforms • Case IH 1063
Comhead • IH 844. 944 Cornheads
CONSTRUCTION -VEHICLES-int TO 7E Power
Shift Dozer • Prime 10 Yard Dirt Pan • Amco 12'
Off Set Disc • Cat 212 Motor Grader • 95 Jeep
Wrangler •'75 Chevy Grain Truck w/Hoist • Neck
Over 16' Flat Trailer
100 PIECES OF FARM EQUIPMENT • EVERY DESCRIPTION!!
CONSIGNED-Case IN 8920, 3100 His • NH TN165.
MFWD • NH 8770 Super Steer • Agco Alks 8765, Lo
His wSidetoorn Mower • Cat 65E Challenger • Ag
Chern 60' All Hyd 750 Gal Pull Swayer • 22' Steel
Dump Trailer • JO 740 Loader. Sell Leveler. "Like New
• NH 660 Round Baler .. Hams 24' Flote Bole. 205
HP kiboard "Nice'
For Information Phone
Houston At 270-527-7958
Or Mark At 270-703-1111
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale...
Bank Letters A Must!!
Visit www-Jamosrcash.com

Check us
out on the
Web!

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

I

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East. 1-1/2 miles from
downtown, 2,588
square feet, .803 acre
lot. Formerly Red
Oaks Bridles to
Bntches. Call 7535856. cell
293-7127

FSBO: Private, secluded fenced
3BR 2BA brick country home.
7.69 wooded acres, 1870 Douglas
Road.$210K. For more info, call
753-5000 ext. 301 or after 3PM
436-2351. For pictures email:
trukdog@wk.net
460
Homes For Sib
FOR sale and/or lease
3 Bedroom back house
at
96
Coles
Campground Road in
Murray. Sale price
$116.900; or 1 year
minimum lease at $850
per month plus deposit
Call 800-542-2827 or
931-964-0182. Both
are -firm" pncings.
FORECLOSURE! 38R
only $19,765. For listings 800-560-1951 ext.
S020
FSBO
4 BR. 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxtord Dr
293-4183 759-1506
1\1\11 MATE
11/1 BI RI I II F
or take

I
1 1•., ,
=s
liii Kristin
OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, February 25
2PM-4PM
2006 Melrose Dr
759-3946
READY to move in
new construction
under $200,000. 3 bdr,
2 bath, covered front
porch, great neighborhood. We have other
properties also, call
today 293-0139
470
Motorcycles & ATY's
2006 Yamaha Road
Star Wamor Midnigh
black
edition. 460
miles, like new
753-6773 after 5
Polaris
2005
Sportsman 500. Very
low miles, excellent
condition. 293-3361

2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3.000 miles.
Call (270)205-5752
2000
Oviewood
Leganza SE. 4 door,
auto, AC, PW, PL.
72,000, $2,500 060
227-5743
SOO
Used Docks

1 to 300 acres. West
Calloway.
Owner
financing. 489-2116.
leave message.
35 Acres w/ 1t2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346. 8.7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.
I have buyers for hunt
mg land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172

ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY. FEB. 24, 2007 - 10:00 AM
COTTAGE GROVE.TN - 2275 Midway Rel.
Front Paris. TN go wen on Hwy. 5414. toward
Como, 6 talks to Slidsta, Rd.. turn right, go 3
miles, auction on left
.Wing tools and equipmentfor 4ruirew king Estelle
Nifit our website: www.dourtayloraoctioncom
1111.111 11,111 s ill PLR5.0\ ‘I.['Rol% RI I 1.1s11\1.
IH- TD25 dozer + Miller Dia/Arc 250. AC/DC'
welder + cutting torch & tanks + Pak Master 75 plasma cutting torch system + PowerMatic drill press +
Foley grinder and stand « 16- & 4W' box fans'. shop
anvil + 60 ton hydraulic press w1.5- stroke +
Radiagraph Torch w/guides + Riveting, bending and
rolling tool for iron + Craftsman bench grinder +
large assortment of clamps + Craftsman tool box +
socket sets + assorted wrenches + pipe wrenches +
Rockwell joiner « Craftsman 12- lathe + log chains
& blocks + large assortment of welding rods a bolt
hens & bolts + pipe threading machine + large
assortment of iron'. 4'zlic x1/2- steel plate.(3i sheets
'xli'xI/2.- steel & table stands + iron tables a steel
horses + drafting table a hydraulic couplings + Porta
Power • transmission tack + drill bits + acetylene
tanks a high pressure pump for gas lines a gas
engines, 10 hp & 18 tiplKolarl. 10 hp (Wisconsin)•
Still Grill/cooker. 4 rack Rotisserie, 48- box + conveying roller tables • cement mixer. gas engine ,
In- Kalamazoo metal cutting band saw (A-L • .
fuel tanks. 250 & 1000 gal elect pump'. Rib Tide 15
B boat & natter a 5 IC2 & 6hp Johnson boat 1110tOrS
• Cut Cadet 70 Lawn tractor & mower + Cub Cadet
128 Lawn tractor & mower + 1977 Chevy lion van,
dual wheels, alum box (Old Koons Bakery vani +
Lots of assorted manuals and much nvire
••••AllCT1ONEFR'S NOTE. There is no way possible to list everything in this auction Large shop
building full
loath Available Not Responsible FOR Ardeleses
TERMS a (TINT/TONS Cfmnpleor tralernent da• of archon
Prnmhir m CASH CASHIFIt S CELR1C or PERSONA! CHECK
nrrh CI "RRENT RANK LETTER! OF CREDIT runner:um ers
mem nude. trr Doug Tarlor Almon Ten., relpgrrnd Pr.. AI I mn
.rnn nor penonalf, korma I, Or rsuoum company

'Thursday, February 22, 2007•5B

2005 Dodge 1500. 4dr,
LWB. 60K, tilt. cruise.
CD, tow package. Like
new. $14,000 OBO.
293-6814
03 Dodge Ram. white.
2-dr. LWB, auto, power
steering-brakes, 39k,
$8.500 (270)435-4305
FOR SALE
2002 6111C

1 Stop Construction:
New homes, add-ons
remodeling & all electn
cal needs. Licensed &
insured. 978-2758
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 575.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

\FFORDABLE
I loin.. Repair
Sagging floors to
leaking roofs.
We do it all.
z
Cal
i
s
Cirpi
ialins
rm

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage. Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

cpewiIOU Artier..I Reel Ease Ileker4talifirb
TN Whirs lam • Punnet TN

3111141 • TrIerbeeer rim de-rw
Demi Ude. toraeliernitestar Ta. lir. nor Ky. I/camp
n./1112
-Tink. Mark Isaias* 4r, Roan'

ANNOUNCEMENTS
.Reach overt million
readers with one cal!
Contact the classified
department of ttes
newspaper or call l(PS
at 1-502-223-8821 for
more information about
placing a 25-word classified in 70 newspapers for only $250
BUILDINGS
*Building Sale. Feb/
March delivery or
deposit holds till
spring. 25x40x 12
$4800. 40x60x 16
$12,800. Front end
optional. Rear end
included. Many Others!
Pioneer, 1-800-6685422. wiviv.pioneersteel.com
•Steel Buildings Huge
Savings! Top quality
Ideal for workshop or
garage Ask about Our
remaining 2006 inventory Great deals! Call
today for best selection! 800-222-6135
BUSINESS
SERVICES
*Attention
Homeowners: Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding, windows, roofs,
baths. Guaranteed
Financing! No payments until Summer
2007 Starting at $99
month. CM 1-800-2510843
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
•Sawmills from only
$2,990 Convert your
logs to valuable lumber
with your own
Norwood portable
band sawmill. Log
skidders also available
vnwe.norwoodindustnes.com. Free
Information. 1-800578-1363 ext.300N

Extended Cab
HI Z71
56.000 miles,
5 3 engine.
burgundy, fully
loaded, new tires.
CD player.
Call 753-7952
after 5:30 p.m.
'95 Chevy 2WD pickup Decent condition,
needs computer.
$2,500 080
270-853-1911
'95 Ford Ranger. 2.3
liter, extended cab.
200,000 miles, $3200
OBO. 270-293-5067.
270-293-5068.
270-767-0101
Bob& liolors
14 ft. Polar Kraft 28 HP
Manner. trolling motor,
depth finder. jackets,
$950
Pistol, 40 cal., Glock.
new, $370. 492-6322

*NURSES LPN s WE
NEED YOU!! Excellent
Salary! We have contracts available & PRN
positions in the Ft.
Knox & Louisville area
Guardian Angel
Staffing 502-495-1199
•Part-time, home-based
Internet business. Earn
$500-$10001 month or
more Flexible hours
Training provided No
investment required
FREE Details
K348.com

Hardwood & Laminate
Flooring Installed

Email Iawpublications@ureach.com

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home. Home repairs,
additions,
roofing,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding
-FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson @ wk.net
Calloway
Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
In RATES STARTING AT
5/MO
701-3740 293-4045

Weiss
437-31 32

Quality work fair

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

DS W
P‘uvrim;
226-11.511.5 • 435-4202
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
ti NI

I'S

wilo..0

NI \ (.1

\

• weekly & special •
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

C$11."

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured

•NOW HIRING
$20,000 Enlistment
Bonus, Free College
Tuition, Challenging
part-time fobs with
great benefits. Serve
your Community.
Commonwealth, and
Country. Call 1-800GO-GUARD today!

istinct mpressions
Ceramic and Stone
Tale Installation

BEBBER Flooring.
Carpet, vinyl, laminate.
hardwood and tile. 2939340

JOE'S JOBS
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or W-41611

•Nonvegian
Pharmaceutical
Company expanding in
U.S. Many positions
available Earn up to
$3000-$4800/mo FT or
$800-$1500/mo PT
based on performance
Training provided Call
800-617-7965 or Fax
Resume 702-946-0926
EOE

FOR SALE

Bathroom Remodeling

Sierra 1500 4x4

•Louisvie Technical
Institute seeks tug-time
and adOunct faculty for
day courses wi the
Interior Design program. Master's degree
or bachelor's degree
and professional certification required.
Working knowledge of
lighting techniques and
architectural engineerIng systems needed.
Teaching/rotated exponence preferred.
Send resume to (hienkler louisvilletech.edu
or Executive Director,
3901 Atkinson Square
Drive, Louisville KY
40218. EOE.

•Prograrni Grant writer,
Send resume to: Sam
'Wolff Tanning Beds:
Dennis PO Box 1979,
Buy direct & save! Full
Glasgow. KY 42134body units from $22 a
1979
month! FREE color
catalog. Call today! 1INSTRUCTIONAL
800-842-1305
SVVNI• hp.etstan.com
'
Airlines are HiringTrain for high paying
HELP WANTED
Aviation Maintenance
.ADVERTISING
Career. FAA approved
SALES/ PUBLIC
program. Financial aid
RELATIONS MANAGif qualified- Job placeER: 30 yr old nationment assistance. Call
wide publishing comAviation Institute of
pany needs expenMaintenance (888)349enced advertising
5387.
sales manager. '70 to
'
Attend College Online
80% renewal accts,
from home 'Medical.
'Paid Training; 'Travel
'
Business, 'Paralegal,
Allowance, 'Incentive
'Computers, 'Criminal
Bonuses. Average
first year earnings $65- Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
5110K. Must have
dependable transporta- provided. Financial aid
if qualified. Call 866tion and be able to
travel overnight. For an 858-2121
WWW OnlinericiewaterT
Interview Appointment
ech.com
Call (877)572-8370 or

ii
hicri,11%
•
"53-4144• 22
.
-564-1

sio('m)\I I
\vim,
I.
nu I I ‘R
For all your lawn and
landscape needs

293-6369

•Expenenced
Mechanic, Louisville
Area.. Semi-Trailer
Repair Must have own
hand tools. 40 Hrs./
week. Start $8-$10/ hr.
502-637-7627
•Host Families &
Representatives
sought for foreign
exchange students
ages 15-18 arriving
August. Has own insurance/ spending money.
For more into. call 1800-SIBLING (1-800742-5464)
iwnwaise.corn

PH 0 Ilttracin Louis

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
'Carpets •Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827
METAL installed on
houses and barns
Damn
N
Contact
phone 270-752-0414

Free
Pallets

REAL ESTATE
'Lake Access Bargain
1+ Acres, $34,900 with
FREE Boat Slips!
RARE opportunity to
own land on spectacular 160,000 acre recreational lake! Mature
oak & hickory, parklike setting with lake
access. Paved rd,
underground utilities.
Excellent financing.
Prime waterfronts available. Call now 1-800704-3154, t917

'Cherry Blossom.
Georgetown, voted #1
public access golf
course of 2004-2005
by GotfVVeek
Magazine. KPGA
Section Championship
host. Memberships
available. 502-5709849 or visit our website ienetw.cherryblossorrigolf.corn

530
%Mow dilated

We Pick Up
Loading Dock of

& Times

First Come
Mid-Woes Largest Indoor Boat EXPO
Paducah. Kentucky • March 2, 3,4
Expo Center beside the Executive Inn
Fri.: 4-9 • Sat.: 10-8 • Sun.: 11-4
All types of boats front 10' to 38'
For details, call (270)362-5343

MEDICAL
'New Power wheelchairs, scooters
Absolutely no cost to
you Call toll free 1800-850-6145.

SPORTING/SPORTIND GOODS

Murray Ledger

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT'.
gag#1414 aliCtiagg

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

First Serve

Please
No Phone Calls

most scrap washers,
dryers, wire, & scrap
metal for it

TRAVEL
+iolden Beach. NC
Free brochure Alan
Hoiden Vacations, 8001
720-2200, irony hoidenbeach.com and online
booking. Sales too!
RE/MAX at the Beach,
www.AtthebeachNC.co
m, Hoiden Beach 800360-9770. Sunset
Beach 888-414-Sell
(7355), Oak Island.
866-350-SOLD (7653),
Calabash 800-7653203
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
41 Truck Driving
Schtsol. Training
Drivers for England.
Swift & Werner
Dedicated Runs available. Starting salary
$50,000+ Home weekends! 1-866-458-3633
-Driver- 55K sign-on
bonus for experienced
teams. Dry Van &
Temp Control. Solo
lobs also available:
Regional & OTR. 0/0s
& CDL-A Grads welcome. Call Covenant
(866)684-2519 EOE.
*Driver- Are you getting
a pay increase? Roehl
drivers have! Practical
route and Top 10 Pay.
Up to $3,000 Sign-on
bonus. Students and
0/0 welcome. Class-A
required. Call today!
877-774-5313
www.GoRoehl.corn
*Dover Don't Just start
your career, start it
nght! Company sponsored CDL training in 3
weeks Must be 21
Have CDC? Tuition
reimbursement! CRST
866-917-2778
•Dnver Flatbed
Starting up to 46CPM
Guaranteed hometime,
Three Weeks vacation,
Company or lease purchase available,
BC/BS, 6 Months expenence Required. 800441-4271 ext. KY-100
•Dnver- Look what 4
months current OTR
can get you!!!
$45,000+ a year
Health Insurance/ dental. 36 months or
younger tractors- and
much much more 888346-4639. Only 4 mos
OTR experience
required Owner Ops
800-437-5907
'Driver Owner
Operators ONLY
Regional freight from
Louisville $1 20pm
average! Home often &
weekends Plates
available NOT forced
dispatch Call Max at
T&T! 1-800-511-0082
•Drrver Regional
Flatbed Drivers. NOW
PAYING $.40/mile!
Earn $50,000 PLUS
60. bonus. Home every
weekend and 1-2 times
per week!! Great benefits including 401K1
6mo t/t & Class-A CDL
req'd. Wabash Valley
Transportation, Inc
800-246-6305
www wvtonline com
•Dnvers! Act Now! 21
CDL-A Drivers Needed
'36-43cpm/ $1 20/pm*
SO lease NEW trucks.
CDL-A •3 mos OTR
800-635-8669
•New Regional & OTR
Positions now available
in your areal New
Equipment, Premium
pay package, Great
benefits. Call 877-8826537 or visit us at
wswo.oaldeytransport.c
om
'Trucking Positions!
Hiring in your area
NOW. We train you. No
experience? No credit?
No problem! Call
Human Resources 0
1-877-554-3800 to
earn S740-$940/week'

THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies C/0
Readers
us▪ ing this information do so at their
own risk Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable. The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities
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f • ity of North Carolina senior Ryan Burke, right, addresses students on Feb. 14 in
N C . as he breaks up with his girlfriend Mindy Moorman, left, in front of hundreds
its The one-time college couple say their melodramatic Valentine's Day breakup,
with singers. hundreds of spectators and a profanity-laced tirade, was real. The var,..,1,2,),, ol the breakup have been watched more than 300,000 times,making it one of the
clips on YouTiihe corn in recent weeks

UNC students' public
break-up is Internet hit
night
iii
Hundreds ot students and
Aii
cral
phidiigraphers were
waiting tor the couple on can-uplc
l,
pus alter Burke promised "a
\ Alcu
Ilan ,
bad public breakup- on the
1\eb site tavehook.com: "You
•hutch ehs 1
don't want to watch. but you
;iiotanitv
iii't look away
• al I hos,- a Ii
11
sec- 1111:d
Burke greeted !Moorman with
it
A hug Then she appeared surIli
prised when an a cappella group
‘inrer, started belting out
the I fivie (
ks hit "I'm Not
Reads to Make Nice- instead
,arrl \find\
'hi.
it ‘Irrornian's lasonte tune. Van
•t,it hi situ who
11orrison', 'Brown Eyed Girl
Ic tau Oho ii
Burke confronted her about
and
he, alleged infidelity
.11 it,t1, \ 111e11\ l/t Moor
dumped her in front of the
ruiwil
MOOfillan
ql
raticou.
Oh I'm
reponderl wilt] an mgr., rant
Ng')
tilled with unprintable words
hcen
f,
,
Null
Vt al,'ling surrounded the
1 ,41111.1se
ink
s ouple, their x heels and chants
ful
keeping the argument
prrrla
•
,
ei,ul InlItUlt.
iii
Ii he Inquest. it wa.n•t
Ails about her; Burke ...lid
I (hough( rhe rel.uti,irishilt w a.
i
th,it V4 ti!.
Vt.:, M. I
51'

1
1

•

tr..111fed

lir

lacwelhis Mar

Horoscope
II \

111k 1111)IA for

people.,,

the breakup.Bulky. a history major. said
lie bieakup was something id
in experiment itt human hehav
But he also said it Veils
he was furious
i'crunne
about \loorman's alleged heat
• •.tLthrtis

• Mai

see

mg.
it was like they were reading from a script,- said James
Mundia, a manager at UN('
Chapel Hill's student TV station. who helped edit the online
footage. "There wasn't a lot
of passion for a breakup where
there's a lot of raw emotion.
"But I guess that's YouTube.
It didn't matter if it was real
or it it was fake, everyone
wanted it to he real. People
wanted that entertainment.Despite the very public
breakup. Moorman and Burke
said they are still on speaking
terms. The Charlotte natives
have known each other for
yeius. and Moorman said they
have since shared laughs
incident.
the
remembering
Burke said he has received thousands of comments and e-mails
some vulgar. some encouraging.
Moorman. a political science major who is thinking of
going into politics, said she does
have one regret: With her public breakup forever memorialand easy for friends,
i/ed
family and potential employers to find on the Internet
she admits, "I probably did
say the 1-word a little much."
'\s my mother said. 'Mindy,
how do yiiu expect to be elected now ''" she said.

1.ch. 23. 21)07:

handle a matter very differently from your norm.
The good news is, you don't have to have others
slit Is IIC.IrLd ii ,,1111' iii es
agree Creatively brainstorm with a partner or
..c.1!.• it 11C.id III .1
•
buddy Amazing ideas could come forth Tonight:
.1.1101),
Relax with a movie
r c.or
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
....Lit soil &CM
*** a Others let you know what they expect and
lakes
want Whether you realize it or not, it is your choice
I r,
tit
and romamc
whether you follow through. Make it OK to say no
,trUie
once in a while and be less compliant. Reach out
't1 •
\ Ii 'L11,1.1'111) will hre for someone at a distance. Tonight: Try a new type
rtra, .1 twos s rrrir L rrik ciris of cuisine
5
r!rathl.luld L oold SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your efforts come back in multiples.
.1 %W.' ahrsas. a hoot'
Energy builds more energy. Good will draws a betattitude from those around you. Let others
ter
I lir 'oar,‘rhosi thr bond of Da:k
has
express more of their ideas. Though you might
I
"
think you are nght, there is always another view.
Tonight With a special person.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
ARIES (March 21 - April 19)
*a* Handle what needs to be done. You will be
•••• .;
need examining
in a much better mood and able to enjoy your day.
t,
tot a(- heck-up might be
Others seek you out. Plans change. A child or
,none
your thoughts
loved one touches you with his or her words or
ioito and clear espe- actions Let go of another's comments_ Tonight:
..„,.
rockjht Celebrate the Sort through invitations.
CAPRICORN (D.C. 22-Jet. 19)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You add that touch of magic wherever
tool at least during the
you go Others smile and respond to your high
"aye energy You opt not energy Motivate others, and the job will get done
!, ratn on your parade Late
faster Use creativity. A child or new friend wants
riliqht tie ti,inking about your deciyour attention Tonight: Put your feet up.
. •
1 ,eal 'rier,r1 Toiiight Out and about
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 113)
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
*** Though you might have 8 difficult time movyou might be slow to start the ing. once you are on a roll, there might be no stop•***
I p the winner Your ability to lump ping you Creativity touches venous facets of your
Cr 'Atruth', or •now when you are hitting quicklife, work, interpersonal dealings Its well as reor„in.! 0,iff•,,iftrrs y)tir acttons Others seek you out
ganization Tonight: Demonstrate the Aquarius
ah crYtat.ori with friends Tonight Let the
spin!.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Make calls and handle important intersecAnd get what you want this morn•••• .7,
tions and decisions early on. You have a way with
s- 'cur SehedUIP if need be You'll like the
; •\ I .
words Why not demonstrate it right now A friend
especially when a partner pitches in
pushes. Look behind his or her actions or words.
WP`Orl tic stow down and relax Share devel- He or she might miss you. Tonight: Hosed on home.
ment, wal, a boss Tonight Head on home
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
BORN TODAY
•••• ( 1thers expect you to take the lead and
Actor Peter Fonda (1939), founder Of Dell computj.,•
[510115 Sometrnes for you it feels like ers Michael Dell (1965), tennis (Ayer Helena
'ten or demand Give 100 percent Of the teflon
Sukova(1965)
..•
led right now Later in the day, have a long . or 100 tir LISSIOn Tonight With your pais.
Jacqueline Bigler le on the Internet it
http://www.lacqualI nabigar.corn.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
•••• Vt. might want to visualize 8 Situation Or (c) 2007 by King Faatures Syndicate Inc
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Lodi.Back
, 10 years ago
• The Kentucky Department of
Transportation has notified the city
of Murray that the newly installed
traffic lights at North Fourth and
Chestnut Streets are now in operation.
Births reported include a boy
to Janice and William Wallace
and a boy to Betsy and Amon
Miller, Feb. 15; a boy to Ho11i
and Tommy Jones and a boy to
Lisa and Jason Williams, Feb.
16; a boy to Teresa and Robin
Holmes and a boy to Tammy
and William A. Adams, Feb. 18.
Murray High School Tigers lost
73-53 to Hickman County Falcons in a basketball game. High
scorer for Murray was O'Shea
Hudspeth.
20 years ago
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey III
of Murray State University was
named the 1987 Frank Stanton
Fellow at the annual Faculty
Industry Seminar of the International Radio and Television Society at New York City.
Births reported include a boy
to Norma and James Turner and
a boy to Barbara and Timothy
Thompson, Feb. 19.
In high school basketball
games, Murray Lady Tigers lost
36-35 to Mayfield Cardinals with
Jennifer Parker high scorer for
Murray; Calloway Lady 1,akers
lost 56-48 to Todd County Central with Christy Anderson high
scorer for Calloway.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr.
Kyo thin speaking about "The
Meaning of Freedom in America" at a meeting of the Murray
Civitan Club.
Murray State University Racers lost 82-81 and Lady Racers
won 77-61 over teams from Western Kentucky Hi'hoppers in bas-

ketball games. High scorers for
Murray were Blasingame and
Jackie Mounts.
Births repotted include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Stubblefield, Feb. 15; a boy to Dr. and
Mrs. Charles Stewart Robertson
Jr., Feb. 16; a girl to Ricki and
Deborah McMahan, Feb. 18.
41 years ago
Staff Sgt. Billy G. Tharpe,
son of Mr. and Mn. Gene 0.
Tharpe of Murray, has been decorated with the United States Air
Force Commendation Medal at
Vandenburg Air Force Base,Calif.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Waldrop, located east of
Almo, was destroyed by fire on
Feb. 21.
Murray High School Tigers lost
72-63 to Lone Oak Purple Flash
in a basketball game. Vic Dunn
was high scorer for Murray.
John Gregory, local attorney,
was the speaker at a meeting of
the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
50 years ago
Pvt. John E. Pittman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Pittman, recently qualified as an expert in firing the M-J rifle at Fort Riley,
Kan.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert O'Mar and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Barnes.
In a high school basketball
game Lynn Grove Wildcats won
92-85 over Kirksey Eagles. High
scorers were Rod Warren for
Lynn Grove and Rob Darnell for
Kirksey.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost 97082 to Morehead State College Eagles in a
basketball game with Sheri11
Margmet high scorer for Murray.

COMICS/ FEATURFS
People with terminal illness
should not be abandoned
DEAR ABBY: I loved your
response to 'Wants to Reach
Out in BoUlder" (Jan. 8), who
asked what to say to someone with a terminal illness.
When my mother was diagnosed with terminal cancer,
many of her friends and family
disappeared, and
Mom
felt
sad
and
abandoned
by the people
she
loved. The
few that did
make
an
attempt to
come
around
would often
By Abigail
burst
Van Buren
into
tears, which
was upsetting for her.
Rule I: When you visit
someone who is terminally ill,
please keep your emotions in
check and keep it light. What
Mom appreciated most was
laughter.
Rule 2: References to the
person "being in heaven soon"
are also not particularly welcome, unless you know the
person well enough to know
he or she shares your religious beliefs.
Rule 3: When death is imminent, gifts of food might not
be appreciated, and large floral arrangements can actually
be frightening.
Rule 4: If possible, and you
can deal with it, try to do
something helpful. One friend
of Mother's who was a for-

Dear Abby

Todaylidlistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Feb. 22.
the 53rd day of 2007. There are
312 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 22. 1732, the first
president of the United States,
George Washington. was born at
his parents' plantation in the Virginia Colony.
On this date:
In 1819, Spain agreed to cede
Florida to the U.S. under the
Adams-Onis Treaty.

In 1857, Robert Baden-Powell, founder of the Boy Scouts,
was born in London.
In 1857, German physicist Heinrich Hertz, the discoverer of radio
waves for whom the unit of frequency is named, was born in
Hamburg.
In 1889, President Grover
Cleveland signed an omnibus bill
to admit the Dakotas, Montana
and Washington state to the Union.
In 1892, "Lady Windermere's
Fan" by Oscar Wilde was first

performed, at London's St. James's
Theater.
In 1935, it became illegal for
airplanes to fly over the White
House.
In 1967, more than 25.000 U.S.
and South Vietnamese troops
launched Operation Junction City,
aimed at smashing a Vietcong
stronghold near the Cambodian
border.
In 1973, the U.S. and Communist China agreed to establish
liaison offices.
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mer nurse would rub lotion
on her hands, wash her face,
etc. Another would read to her
every day -- light reading only,
please!
Rule 5: When in doubt, the
best thing to do is MAKE
THAT VISIT. -- HEATHER
IN BUENA VISTA, COLO.
DEAR HEATHER: Thank
you for your helpful suggestions. Although end-of-life
issues can be hard to read about,
let alone difficult to deal with,
many readers offered to share
personal experiences. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: Some of my
mother's most cherished last
days were .spent with friends
who dropped by to visit. They
brought stories about work,
other friends and current events,
and once beyond the "I'm sorry
you're sick" sentiment, found
ways to have normal conversations.
The most cherished thing
you can bring is your friendship, but calling ahead to see
if there's anything the patient
or caregiver needs would also
be appreciated.
My sisters and I will be
forever grateful to the wonderful friends who made our
mother's last days special. -PROFOUNDLY GRATEFUL
IN FORT COLLINS
DEAR ABBY: In your
response to "Wants to Reach
Out," you said that hospice is
not a place, but rather an athome care program. That is
not entirely correct. In addition to home care, there are
hospice care facilities, and they
provide a wonderful service to
many families dealing with
death.
Our local facility has 12
rooms and daybeds in each
one, so at least one of us was
able to be with our father
during his final illness. Staff
and volunteers were compassionate, gentle and professional. They were respectful to
Dad and helped us in many
ways.
Our mother had hospice care
at home 15 years ago, which
helped us immeasurably, but the
hospice care facility has taken
the hospice concept to the next
level and is worthy of all the
positive attention that can be
bestowed. The 12 rooms are
"homier" than a hospital's, have
cheery halls with beautiful
memorials overlooking serene
gardens, and open patios where
pets can be brought.
The
wonderful
hospice
workers deserve our support
for their ongoing ministry of
kindness and comfort. -SUSAN L., BRIDGETON,
N.C.
DEAR SUSAN: Thank you
for correcting me. In my zeal
to praise the services of inhome hospice care workers, I
did neglect to mention that
hospice can also be a place
where terminal patients can be
cared for when hospital treatment is no longer going to
heal them.
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Knee surgery requires
Coumadin therapy
DEAR DR. GOTT: After
knee surgery eight months ago, I
developed a blood clot and have
been on Coumadin ever since.
Can you tell me how this medication gets rid of blood clots and
how long it takes?
DEAR
READER:
Coumadin is
an anticoagulant, meaning
that it prevents blood
clots but does
not dissolve
them
once
they
have
formed. That
process,
which
may
By
Dr. Peter Gott take weeks to
be effective,
is a normal physiologic reaction
in the body.
You should have a Doppler
study of your legs and pelvis to
identify any clots that may be
present. If some remain, you should
continue Coumadin for six months
and then be retested.
If, on the other hand, the
Doppler is normal, your orthopedic specialist can safely taper the
Coumadin and stop it.
The reason that patients, after
orthopedic surgery, are prescribed
anticoagulant drugs is that such
people are particularly vulnerable
to forming life-threatening blood
clots during the time they are relatively inactive post-op. Once they
are up and around (usually within a month), the anticoagulant can
be discontinued.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Blood: Donations and Disorders". Other readers who would like a copy should
send a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope and $2 to
Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 12-

Dr. Gott

year-old girl who has an eye usticTbere is an
irritated spot in the comer of my
tear duct. It itches and hurts. I've
tried Visine eyedrops but they
haven't helped. What do you recommend I do?
DEAR READER: Seek help
from your pediatrician, who may
choose to refer you to an eye
specialist if necessary. From your
brief description, it appears you
may have a blocked tear duct or
a sty. If this is the case, Visine
will not help. Visine is primarily
for dryness and/or irritation caused
by allergies or foreign bodies in
the eye itself, not the tear duct.
By the way, you have very nice
writing!
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do you
know anything about ears? I've
got one that is so stopped up that
I can't hear from it. What can I
do about it?
DEAR READER: See your
family physician. You probably
have a wax build-up that he or
she can remove easily. If this is
the case, or if wax is not the
problem, an ear-nose-and-throat
specialist is your next step.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am writing in regard to the postmenopausal woman who suffers
from frequent urinary-tract infections. I feel her pain because 1
suffered with the same problem
for years. I began taking cranberry pills, which can be found
in any grocery store's health-food
section. I take four a day, two in
the morning and two in the evening.
I have not had an infection for
about three years. If I feel a little twinge that might be one coming on, I simply up my dosage
for a few days. I hope this remedy might help others.
DEAR READER: Cranberry
Juice and pills do appear to have
an antibacterial effect and are an
appropriate preventive for urinarytract infections. Thank you for sharing your information.
lion in my tear duct
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game was totally unique.
Despite this, Sylvia's frequent
misadventures occasionally resulted
in a sensational triumph, and it was

•10 7 6 4 3 2

these victories that made her the
most-talked-about member of the

West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
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•J

club.
A few of the members were

EAST
•

SPAS.) 10865
•KJ9

•K J9

opposed to allowing Sylvia to play in
the duplicate for fear she would spoil
the game, but most were in favor of
the idea. They were cunous to see
what would happen, and they didn't

.K197432
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The bidding:
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West
North East
South
I
Pass
4V
4+
5V
5•
6V
6+
Dble
Opening lead — jack of spades.
The night Sylvia played in her
first duplicate tournament was a
night to remember. She had been a
member ofthe club only two or three
weeks, but even in that short period
of time the membership had become
aware of her extraordinary exploits.
We bad never previously seen
such a player. It wasn't that Sylvia
was a poor player — we had lots of
them at the club — it was just that
her thought processes were so different from those of any other player.
Her mistakes were so far removed
from ordinary human error that it
was clear that her approach to the

have long to wait. On the very first
board, Sylvia became declarer at six
spades on the hand shown, and West
led the jack ofspades.
It is hard to explain what happened now. I don't know whether it
was the tension ofthe moment,or the
excitement of playing in her first
duplicate, or what the reason was
that caused her to do what she did,
but the fact is that Sylvia played the
Iwo front dummy!
This astonishing play was greeted
by a strange and eerie silence on all
sides. West then shifted to a club,
Sylvia took the ace, cashed the ace of
diamonds, played a spade to the
queen, ruffed a diamond, played a
spade to the king and ruffed another
diamond, establishing dummy's last
three diamonds. She then led a spade
to the ace and discarded three clubs
on the 10-7-6 of diamonds to make

the contract.
Of course, if she had won the
opening lead with one of dummy's
honors, she would have gone down'.

Tomorrow: Test your play.
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1 Grass droplets
5 Egyptian god
9 Playful bark
12 Region
13 Long easy
stride
14 Actress
— Thompson
15 Greasy-spoon
fare
16 Candle lover
17 Give alms
18 Turkish official
20 Dry white wine
22 Speaker's need
25 Fong —
27 Merry sound
(hyph )
28 Passage
29 'Sign here'
marks
33 Ginza purchase
34 Zurich peak
35 Hamm d soccer
36 Furtive sound
38 Female rabbit
39 'Titanic' menace

40 Wednesdays
god
42 Catches
a speeder
43 Mild as weather
46 Every
47 NEC competitor
48 Pork cut
51 Leafy vegetable
55 Physicist
Georg —
56 Cousin's mother
57 McClurg
of sitcoms
58 Ducks foot
59 \ffinged Victory
60 Wooded hollow

DOWN
Drt opposite
2 Memorable
time
3 NBA coach
— Unsaid
4 Dry place
5 Mme Gluck
of opera
6 Overly
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19 Hit the trail
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25 Beauty parlor
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39 Cheated
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Countercultural icon Ed
Sandfeatured at MSU's
Jesse Stuart Symposium

KRISTIN TAYLORtedger & Times
SUITCASES FOR FOSTER CHILDREN: The Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors col1:)i) ,,,;itcases and bags along with the toiletries seen here that social workers will Os!or children throughout the area Banks. Calloway County High School ELBA and
•• i:,,t,•
r •fl.,
donated items and cash to make the packages Dentists Dr James Pickens,
m„,!. Arnett and Dr Dan West also contributed toothbrushes and toothpaste. Pictured are
I t,,;1 Wright. Bonnie Byerly. Earleene Woods. Audra Napp. Travers Houck and Twila
IiH.in,rlorig with Calloway County Cabinet for Health and Family Services supervisor Tena
;
!,,1 worker Debbie Daughaday Napp said she hopes the collection is an annual proi-

Poet, fiction writer, musician,
journalist, editor and countercultural icon Ed Sanders will
he the featured author at Murray State University's annual
Jesse Stuart Writing Symposium, held on March 8.
Sanders rose to prominence
during the 1960s when he began
reciting his poetry at anti-war
gatherings. He wrote his first
book of poems. Poem from
Jail, while incarcerated for
protesting nuclear proliferation.
The author of nearly 20 volumes of poetry. Sanders has
written verse biographies of
Anton Chekhov and Allen Ginsberg, and most recently, the
first four volumes of his ambitious nine-volume America. A
History in Verse. His Thirsting for Peace in a Raging Century, Selected Poems 19611985, won an American Book
Award in 1988. His nonfiction
works include the bestseller. The
Family, a profile of the Manson family and the events leading up to the Tate murders.
He has also published novels and short stories, including Tales of Beatnik Glory, fifty seven interconnected stories that
chronicle Bohemian life in
Greenwich Village during the
1950s and 1960s.
Sanders has a degree in
Greek from New York University. lie is the recipient of a
number of awards and fellowships. Including a Guggenheim
Fel lov..ship and a National
Endowment for the Arts Fellowship, both for his poetry.
Sanders liv es in Woodstock.
N.Y., with his wife, Miriam
Sanders, an artist and writer.
The symposium is held annually in honor of Dr. Jesse Stuart, who died Feb. 17. 1984
Stuart was known internationally for his short stories. nos. -
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Ed Sanders
els, poetry and other writings.
Stuart directed a creative
writing workshop at Murray
State for many summers. which
prompted the creation of the
symposium in his honor_ Many
of his papers are now in a
collection in the Pogue Library
on Murray State's campus.
This year's symposium will
begin at 3:30 p.m. on March
in the Freed Curd Auditorium of the Industry and Technology Center on campus. A
symposium discussion about
the event's theme: "the Writer
and Social Activism,- will he
held from 430-5 p.m.
symposium
the
panel
includes Sanders: Robin Taffler,
an artist and coordinator of Murray State's Center for Service
Learning and Civic Engage-

ment: Murray Farish. a fiction
writer who teaches creative
writing and literature at Webster University in Si. Louis,
!vlo., and Brian Barker, a poet
and coordinator of Murray
State's undergraduate creative
writing program.
At 7:30 p.m.. Sanders will
read a selection of his poetry
in the Freed Curd Auditorium.
A reception and book signing
will follow the reading.
All symposium events are
free and open to the public.
The college of humanities and
line arts and the department
of English and philosophy are
sponsoring the symposium.
Call 81N- -; .2.3 or visit online
at
vvwv. murraystate.edu
/chta/engli sh/sy mposium.htni
for additional information.
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